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In his 29 January 1991 tasking letter, Mr. Stephen K. Convei, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research,
Development and Acquisiticn), requested Dr. Duane A. Adams. Chairman of the Army Science Board (ASS) to
appoint a panel of members to conduct a 1991 Summer Study of tho Soldier as a System. The letter stated that
"The purpose of this study is to explore In greater depth thE. logical osvolution and implications of pursuing an
integrated approach to development, fielding, and management of soldier related material."

The twelve member panel met in full session approximateiy unc.-a a monah tramm. Fetrua-y 1hrougIh Juna 1991. The
Infantry School at Fort Bonning, three Army Materiel Commanoc organizations, and the Medical Research and
Development Command were hosts of these meetings. The Panel narrowed its charter to six issues at the core
of the Soldier System concept:

- Integi-ation: the Soldier System must fuse ati Integralod perspective with a modular approach to the
development and acquisition of soldier items to assure maximum !ýynergy and optimal soldier performance.

- Requirements: requirements which soldier performance and material must meest should be derived
from the future battlefield thi-eat. This requirements assessmerit ior the soldier has not been perto,-med in the
context of the Concept-Based Requiremernts System (CBRS).
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Acquisition: in the absence of formal requzrements (see 4.hove issue), the acquisition process
tends to be driven by available technologies.

- Architecture: soldier materiel Items must o, structured into an integrated architecture to permit
item/performance tradeoffs.

* Technology Assessment: existing and le aseeable technologies offer opportunities for soldier
performance enhancement, but limited resources ,ii1 mandate careful selection based on value and true
avaiaility.

. Soldier Integrated Protective Ensernbe Advanced Technology Transition Demonstration (SIPE
ATTD): the success of this first attempt at asse6.,.,nt of the performance of specific soldier materiel in an
architecture Is key to the Army's cordinuec e.T:,h,•!s on the soldier as a system.

The ASB Panel concluded that soldiers are not rarnaged as a system; they need to be; and they need a
si e ioca' polMI In kIy places. The P a.r!', n r;.n '.•imI re commendations are that:

* The Chief of Staff of the Army .ho.i J: approve the Soldier Modernization Plan through Block I.
* The Army Acquisition Executiv. sW,•uld appoint a General Officer to manage the Soldier

System.
* The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) should estabish

a focal point in his headquarters organization to manage the Soldier System technology base program for
the total Army.

- The Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence needs to develop a scenario-based threat for the
future Soldier System.

• The Commanding General, Army Training and Doctrine Command should complete the C3RS
anal.yse thromih the Soldier System level.
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EXCUCUTIVE SUMMARY

Among the senior Army Leadership there has always been recognition that the soldier is the single
most important asset the Army has. It is the soldier with his intelligence, flexibility and
adaptability who ultimately accomplishes Army missions and functions. Furthermore, it is the
soldier who must operate the simple and complex equipment and weapon systems the Army uses.
In the future, Army equipment and weapon systems will become even more sophisticated and
complex so the soldier's intelligence, training, flexibility and adaptability will become increasingly
important.

The terms of reference said: evaluate all aspects of the "Soldier as a System"; consider how we do
business today and whether that should change for the future; identify potential soldier
performance "leap-aheads" and enabling technologies; consider psychological and physiological
interfaces and ssess science and technology: "Is it good mnough?"

We looked at the processes. We considered the changing nature of the threat and current
technologies end development programs. We concluded that one must consider the soldier "skin
in" as well as "skin out," as we assess the cost/benefit of the soldier performance leap ahead
technologies. Generally speaking, we have the science and technology; the need is to get science
and technology resources focused on Soldier System performance. Limitations of time and
resources restricted the level of detail and scope that could be explored and focused the ASB on the
dismounted soldier as a representative example of all soldiers. We analyzed the terms of reference
and we summarized our task as: "moving the soldier of today to the enhanced
capabilities of the future."

The Soldier System is in tansition and still developing. As cu--ently defined, the "Soldier
System" consists of the individual soldier and items and equipment which the individual soldier
wears, carries or consumies for his or her personal use. In July 1991, the Chief of Staff of the
Army enlarged the definition to all that supports the living and working conditions of soldiers in
the field. However, the Soldier System definition explicitly excludes materiel required for unit
mission purposes, equipment which may be part of the soldier's load but not materiel for his or her
individual use, e.g., crew served weapons/munitions, unit radio.

All the multiple components of the Soldier System - the programs, organization, systems,
technologies, and soldier types - interact and interrelate. The justification for trea:ing the Soldier
Sys em as a major system with integrated management perspective, although potent, must not
overlook the difficulties of suc-h a • .a..s ......e Manager must manage
complexity of a high order. Multiple layers of organizations and players affect the requirements
definition process and the related development and acquisition of Soldier System equipment and
clothing. Also, the Soldier System must explicitly respect tie fact that not all Soldier System itemsworn or used by soldiers are necessary to perform each soldier function, and, therefore, the
collective impact that the weight of such items have on the soldier's functional effectiveness must
be L-corporated into the analytic perspective.

While acknowledging that achieving an integrated system management perspective for the Soldier
System will not be easy, this Army Science Board Sumnmer Study Panel believes it is a necessary
precondition for facilitating the transition from the Soldiers of Today - with all their present
capabilities -- to the Soldier of Tomorrow - with future soldier capabilities embedded in new
missions, roles and functions.



To assist in this transition process, new approaches must provide an integrated focus for tradeoffs
and capability analyses between soldier, soldier systems and soldier maveriel tU realize and develop
the power of the future soldier. The desired "system" approach must consider the Soldier System
items - materiel and non-iauteriel - and evaluate the research, development and acquisition of these
items .n light of thre critical relationships and related tradeoff analyses: (1) the functional
interaction between soldieis ar.d their clothing and individual equipment; (2) the functional
interaction of the equipment components, which must operate alone or together; and (3) the
interaction between 6-,ldier-pc'forinanc,, equipment weight and total soldier-carn-ed load. The
need for this perspective - both integrated and modular - provides the justification for and a
framework around whiich the Soldier Systmn must *,e built. Six issues emerged at the core of the
Soldier System concep:t They ame:

Requirements:

The requirements which soldier performance and materiel must ineet should be
derived from ihe functicns soldiers must perform in the face of the threat on the future
battlefield. The Concept-Based Requirements System has not been completed cnd we
recomnnend that it be accomplished in order to guide materiel procurement and
training for the futu,e Soldier System.

Acquisition:

At present, in the absenice of formally derived needs and requirements, the research,
development and acquisktion process tends to be driven by the available technologies.

- As qoon as Dossible we recoi-fiumend that the Soldier Modernization Plan for the Block
I soldier be approv:d and inorporated in the next revision of tue Tech Base Master
Plan.

Integration:

*To assure maximum synergy and optimal soldier performance, the Soldier System
must fuse an integrated perspective with a modular approach to the development and
acquisition of soldier items. We recommend the appointmen! of a General Officer
Manager for the development and acquisition of soldier system items.

Architecture:

Since soldier materiel items interact both in function and in their contribution to the
total weight carried by the soldier, it is necessary that these materiel items be
structunrd into an integrated architecture to make these interactions explicit and reveal
the item/performance tradeoff considerations. However, the systems architecture also
must encompass a modular concept since not all items will be required for every task,
and performance advantages may be gained by allowing flexible deletion from the
soldier's load of those items not required for the specific task at hand. We
reconmend approval of the integrated and modular architecture.

Technology Assessment:

* Numerous potential opportunities for soldier perforniance enhancement are presented
by existing and foreseeable technology. Not all these are equally likely to be
successful nor do they all have equal potential value. Therefore, in the face of
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limited resources we recommend an assessment of the likely value and likely
availability of the various possibilities and consider possible alternatives in order to
maximize the use of available resources. See Appendices E and F.

SIPE ATTD:

The Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble Advanced Technology Trmasition Demonstration
(SIPE ATTD) is important in two ways:

First, it experiments with setting performance assessment goals above the component
lev:el, thus requiring cooperation and coordination among numbers of developers and
providers of differing components. Second, it involves an assessment of the
performance capability of a specific assemblage of components in an architecture
called the SIPE. We recommend that the specific test design and exit criteria be
defined in detail.

IN SUMMARY, THE ASB KEY RECOMMENDATIONS ARE:

* Chief of Staff of the Army approve the Soldier Modernization Plan through Block 1;

* Army Acquisition Executive appoint a General Officer Manager to integmte and manage
the Soldier System;

* Assistant Secretary of the Army (RDA) establish a focal point in SARDA to manage thei Sn~i• System Tech Base Program for the total Army;

.• Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence develop a scenario-based threat for the future Soldier

System;

* Commanding General, TRADOC complete the CBRS analyses through the Soldier
System level widh the attendant list of prioritized capability needs.

Soldiers are not managed as a system. They need to be. The Alny needs a single focal point for
the soldier in key places. TRADOC has one in the TRADOC System Manager. We need others.

We believe that approval of the Soldier Modernization Plan through Block I is important and will
send a message to the rest of the Army approving the voncept of the "Sold, ier -as a Systeim"

Our war fighting edge is the soldier

We must equip the soldier with the &q.

Integrated, focused Soldier System management

provides that opportunity.

The task ahead of all of us, "The Soldier as a System," as outlined in this report, is never as great
as the power behind us. We urge the leadership in the Army to provide that power.

3



The Soldier is the Keystone

"Our warfighting edge is the combindef,-,- of
quality people, trained to razor sharpness, ouOfitted
with modern equipment, led by tough, competent
leaders, structured into an appropriate mix offorces
by type, and employed according to up-to-date
doctrine.. I am certain the single most important
factor is the soldier."

General Sullivan
July 1991

Among the Senior Army Leadership, there .s increasing recognition that the soldier is the single
most important asset the Army has. This is exemplified by General Sullivan's comments, quoted
above, which introduce and set the tone for this study.

It is the soldier with his intelligence, flexibility and adaptability which ultimately accomplishes
Army missions and functions. Furthermore, it is the soldier who must operate the simple and the
complex equipment and weapon systems the Army uses.

In the future, Army equipment and weapon systems will become even more sophisticated and
conmplex so the. soldier's intelligence, training, flexibility and adaptability will become increasingly
important.

Generai Sullivan iz not the first person to say words like this about the importance of the soldier.
However, actions have not always followed words. The purpose of this report is to remind the
leadership of the Army that it is now time for some actions at their level to be implemented and
why.

/.4



Briefing OutlineII

"• Introduction

"* Overview

"* Issues, Findings and Recommendations

The report consists of an introduction, an overview of the Soldier System and six issues with
frindings and rccommencnations.
The introduction includes the terms of reference, the list of participants and a discussion of our
information sources.

The overview explains the Soldier System definition, the complexity challenge and a conclusion.

The six issues addressed concern the requirement process and the research, development and
acquisition process, as well as issues dealing with integration, architecture, technology assessment
and the Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE).

i°S



Terms of Reference

"* Evaluate all aspects of the "Soldier as a System"

"* Consider how we do business today and should
that change for the future

"• Identify potential soldier performance "leap-aheads"
and enabling technologies

"* Consider psychological and physiological
interfaces

"* Assess science and technology: is it good enough

Below ir ki, excerpt from a letter dated January 29, 1991 to Dr. Duane Adams, Chair, Army
Science Board from Stephen K. Conivei, As-s.tant Secretary of the Army (Reseamri, D-vvupin-it
and Acquisition) (see Appendix A). The Tanis of Reference directed the ASB Soldier as a System
Summer Study Panel to:

"Assess the existing Research, Development and Acquisition (RDA) process for items of
materiel for the soldier and compare it to the RDA process for other types of systems.
Report conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the existing process, identifying
advantages and disadvantages. Recommend a best management and organizational
approach for the RDA of soldier materiel. Should the soldier bc managed as a major
system? Particular attention should be paid to achieving integrated, coordinated, and
synen'i-tic RDA of separate items toward overall optirmzation of the ensemble of the
soldier and his matriel.

"Within the doctrinal context of the AirLand Battle-Future (ALB-F) concept and
TRADOC-defined required battlefield capabilities, and considering the Soldier as a
System (i.e., as d-fined in the Soldier Modernization Plan) identify potential materici
and training solutions that must be developed to ensure the lethality, command and
control, survivability, sustainment, and mobility of the fuLiture soldier Also assess the
psychological and physiological interface of the soldier with proposed Soldier System
component solutions. Address these solutions to three soldier variants: dismounted,
crew mounted (air and ground), and all others

"* For each potential materiel and training solution, assess the state-of-the-an and
availability of technologies to implement it; recommend re.aerch most likely to produce
required implementing technologies; and identify the time fmrae for implementation.

"• Rank-ordcr each potential materiel or training solution and its implementing technology.
6



We looked at all processcs. We considered the changing nature of the threat and current
technologies and development programs.

We concluded that one must consider the soldier "skin in" as well as "slii out," as we assess the
cost/benefit of the soldier performance leap ahead technologies.

Generally speaking, we have the science and techrnology, the need is to get science and technology
resources focused or, Soldier System performance.

Limitations of time and resources restricvd the level of detail and scope that could be explored, and
focused the ASB on the dismounted soldier as a representative example of all soldiers. Late in the
study, quality of life on the battlefield was added as an element of what the ASB refers to as an
"Extended Soldier System."

Moving the soldier of today to the enhanced capabilities
of the future * is xie purpose of the ASB Summer Study.

7I



Participants

Chair: Dr. Richard Haley
Vice Chair; Dr. Joyce Shields

Dr. Crystal Campbell Mr. Charles Malone
Dr. Geauld Goddcn Dr. Bruoc Montgomery
ft. Marvin Holter Dr. Edward Powers
Dr. Walter LaBerge Dr. Robert W--igle
General James Lindsay Dr. S-anley White

Sm•S--K

LTG August Cianciolo

COG.NIZANT DEP ITY
Mr. George Singley III

STAFF ASSISTANT

Ms. Sharon Vannucni

li ., ,o oht. pofeionaki.qa and direction to the task assigned. They

came from industry, universities, and private consultants. Some of the consultants had been senior
government executives/nilitary officer.

We received outstanding support from active duty pe'sonnel from the Army Matericl Command,
Colonel Rick Grube; Training and Doctrine Command, Colonel Dean Anderson, Medical Research
and Development Command, Colonel Ron Sedge and Colonel Dave Schnakenbeig; and the Special
Operations Command, LTC Phil Hamilton. Tht staff assistant from Department of the Army
provided superb support for the study group.
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-Febmruay Pmuenta
a March Fort Benning
* Mwdar AMCLA-46CONI
e Alwil NRDEC (SIPE)
0 May KRDWCAIUE1.
V June CECOM
* June MRDC

Thie Soldier System Summer Study Panel gathered data from a variety of sources including a
number of site visits and se-veral key documents. The Study Panel rnmt approximately once a

month ~ ~ ~ t frmFe.uayA.oghJl 1091, and Pnl'ihrus made visits to several organiziins
focusing on specific aspects of the Paniel's investigation.

The introductory meetkig was held in the Pentagon. LTG Ciavxciolo, the Stud: Sponsor,
challenged the wmembers to look closely at the re4iuiremeints devclopmeiat process-. and the
application of normal acquisition rules to soldier equipment. The meinbars, als.o heard briefings
from the Army staff and both user and materiel developer Wipesentatives. Subsequ.-nt visits were
geared to specific aspects of the study's scope. The first March meeting, at Fort Benning, centered
on the Training and Doctrine Command. (rRADOQ) and its method.s for establishing soldier-level
requirements for different soldier types on the battlefield. COL Anderson, the. newly appointed
11RADOC System Managei MTM) - Soldier, presented a preliminary essessment of his role within

nF'requirements among TRADOC schools. Representatives from
various TRADOC schools as w'ell as from the Special Operations Commnand (USSOAJ..AJJL) Luu Ui
mtateiel and medical development community made presentations on the threat to the soldier as
well as other issues of requiremnents development.

The =eond March rmeting was held in conjunction with the Army Materic-4 Command's (AMC)
Technology Area Assessment (TAA) for the Individual Soldier, an in-depth review of the
tcchnology base program for the Soldier System. The ASB heard briefings on the tzch base
programs of AMIC, the Medical Research and Development Corrunand (MRDC), Special
Operations Cormmand, and the Army Research Institute, Briefings were grouped accordiing to tk~e
five functional area defined by the Soldie~r Modernization Plan (SMP). The purpose of TAA was
to "maximize synergies through coordination of techiiology efforts necessary for future soldier
systems." For the ASB members, TAA provided a relatively detailed desciiption of the
technologies being pursued by the Army for the Soldier System as well as the investmecnt strategies
underlying these plans.



The forth and fifth meetings of the Study Panel were hosted by the Natick Research, Development
and Engineering Center (NRDEC) in May and the Communication-Electronics Command
(CECOM) in June, respectively. The focus of these visits was on technology and the related
research development and acquisition processes. The members heard presentations from NRDEC,
two organizations of MRDC, the Project Manager for Night Vision and Electro-Optics, and AMC's
Laboratory Command (LABCOM). In conjunction with the NRDEC visit, a subgroup of the Panel
spent one full day with the manager and staff of the Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble and
were briefed on the Advanced Technology Transition Demonstration (SIPE-AITD). Also in June,
another subgroup visited MRDC at Fort Detrck for in-depth discussions on medical programs and
their relationship to other individual soldier materiel development activities and requirements.

There is a lot going on with respect to the soldier. The new emphasis seems to have started in the
Spring of 1988 when all key players were involved in tech base war games that have continued
since then. The soldier's performance really does makes a difference.

In January 1990, the Commanding General of TRADOC, General Foss, and the Commanding
General of the Army Materiel Command, General Tuttle, started to have semi-annual reviews of
soldier issues. These reviews activated their commands to seek solutions to the soldier issues.

Another on-going action of about two years is the development of a draft Soldier Modernization
Plan. It defines the Soldier's future needs in the areas of lethality, sustainment, mobility,
survivability, and command and control. It looks at four periods of time: FY 91-93 (current),
FY 94-97 (mid-term), FY 98-2006 (Block I soldier), FY 2006- and beyond (Block II soldier).
Approval of this draft SUP would establish the concept of Soldier as a System and influence the
next revision of the Army Technology Base Master Plan.

While at Fort Benning we discussed soldier issues with NCOs attending the NCO school and
Captains attending the Infantry School's advance course. We later discussed soldier issues with
the old and new Sergeant Major of the Army.

10
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System definition explicitdy excludes materiel required for unit mission purposes, equipment which sd
may be part of the soldier's load but not materiel for his or her individual use, e.g., crew served
weapons/munitions, unit radvo.

Althoughl ie ASB study focused on the dismounted infantry combat soldier as an illustrative
soldier-ype, the rec other types of soldiers, both pew-reuntied (am r and e ncomp and supotrn
soldiers. Each of thesea, with their rela,4 clothing and equipment, constitute a "Soldier System"
which may vary in detail but which, overall has a substantial common core of matcriel

requirmnts justifying an integrated Soldier System managenent approach and perspective.

The Special Operations Forces (SOF) contain dismounted combat and crew soldiers with special
mission assignments. While requirements for much of the SOF-Sowdier materiel is identical to that

required by the dismounted and crew infantry soldiers, the SOF Soldier also has a significant
number of unique requireme.nts related to SOF-peculiar missions. Therefore, the managers of the
two acquisition systems, Army Soldier System and Special Operations, must at a minimum
coordinate their requirements and RDA activities to achieve overall optimization of the soldier
ensemble.

11



The Complexity Challenge

Managing and integrating the Soldier System

* Multiple programs

* Multiple organizations

0 Multiple systems

* Multiple technologies

* Multiple kinds of soldiers

Ail the muluiplec ofponen-,s of :hc SoldWaie Systm - the progr._ms organization, systems,
technologies, and soldier types -- interact and intenelate. Although the compon--rt elements -
materiel worn, carried or consuned by the individual soldier - are not as tightly interrelated as they
would be in a traditional equipment "system," nonetheless, the interrelations and interactions
among the elements are sufficiently linked both in purpose and function (and aggregate funding
expenditures) to justify treating this aggregation as an integrated major system. The estimated
funds spent by the Department of the Army on the components of what we have defined as a
"Soldier System" is $278M a year in R&D and $7 I1M plus quality of life dollars in procurement.
In short, a major system.

The justification for treating the Soldier System as a major system with integrated management
persi'ectrce, %,I.nhnoh tient, must not overlook the difficulties of such an approach. The Soldier
System must manage complexity of a high order. Multiple layers of organizations and players
affect the requirements definition process and the related development and acquisition of soldier
system equipment and clothing. The ielationships and interactions of the soldier with his/her
associated clothing and equipment are looser and more adaptive than traditional equipment
systems, but this flexibility facilitates the performance of a multitude of different functions. Also,
the Soldier System must explicitly respect the fact that not all Soldier System items worn or used
by soldiers are necessary to perform each soldier-function, and, therefore, the collective impact that
the weight of such items have on the soldier's functional effectiveness must be incorporated into
the analytic perspective.



The Complexity Challenge
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CRDEC Chemical Research. Development and Engineering Center
C3I Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
ETDL Electronic Technology a.d Devices Labonaoy
HDL Harry Diamond Laboratories
HEL Human Engineering Laboratories
MRDC Medical Research and Development Command
.MI _ Materials Techology Lboratory
NRDEC Natick Re=ch, Development and Engineering Center
PM-ALSE Product Manager-Aviation iUfe Support Equipment
PM-CIE Project Manager-Clothing and Individual Equipment
PM-NVEO Project Manager-Night V'ison and Electro-Optics
USATAP US Army Support Activity at Philadelphia

NRDEC is not the only player. The message here is that there are many players, and they have
been doing things for the soldier, individually, for a long time and have strong advocacy groups.
Generally, however, they have been doing things separately even when in the saone command.
Actions currently underway are changing that. It is a strong recommendation that they need to be
integrated and managed as a system.
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Conclusion

Manage the soldier system

as a system

While acknowledging that achieving an integrated systems management perspective for the Soldier
System will not be easy, this Army Scienc Board St , Udy P ,ne ,,,•..'.' it is a ne¢_esCary
precondition for facilitating the transition fnm the Soldiers of Today - with all their present
capabilities - to the Soldier of Tomorrow - with future soldier capabilities embedded in new
missions, roles and functions.

The Soldier of the 21st century will be acting in a new environment. The tools of soldiering (i.e.,
the technologies supporting command and communications, mobility, lethality, survivability and
sustainment) are so different that the very natire of warfare and threat, and ultimately even the
strategies of dt fense and offense, may be radically altered. As a consequence of enhanced
capabilities, the mission, role and function of today's soldier will be significantly enlarged and
changed. As we move forward, we must match tcchnology vision with the soldier's inherent
capabilities Wu-d i- 'ze the.t p"otential of both.

To assist this transition process, new approaches must provide an integrated focus for tradeoffs
and capability analyses - revicw the interactions between soldier, soldier systems and soldier
materiel - to realize and develop the power of the future soldier. The desired "system" approach
must consider the Soldier System items - materiel and non-materiel - and evaluate the research,
development mid acquisition (RDA) of these items in light of three critical relationships and related
tradeoff analyses: (1) the functional interaction between soldiers and their clothing and individual
equipment; (2) the functional interaction of the equipment components, which must operate alone
or together, and (3) the interaction between soldier-peformance, equipment weight and total
soldier-carried load. The need for this perspective - bcoh integrated and modular - provides the
justification for and a framework around which l e Soldier System must be built.
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Issues

(1) Requirements
- Threat Analysis and Capability Needs

(2) Research, Development and Acquisition
- Technology Guidance and Acquisition Planning

(3) Integration
- Focus and Ownership

(4) Architecture
- Integrated and Modular

(5) Technology Assessment
- Value and Availability

(6) SIPE (Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble)
-- Technology Capability Demonstratien

Six issues emerged as the core of the Soldier System concept. They are:

Requirements:

The requirements which soldier performance and materiel must meet should be derived
from the functions soldiers must perform in the face of the threat on the future battlefield.
The process by which this derivation is accomplished is the Concept.-Based Requirements
System (CBRS) methodology. This derivation has not been completed and must be
accomplished in order to guide L ateriel procurement and training within the future Soldier
System.

Acquisition:

At present, in the absence of formally derived needs and requirements, the research,
development and acquisition process tends to be driven by the available technologies. As
soon as possible this technology-push needs to be supplemented and balanced by the
influence of needs and requirements.

Integration:

To assure maximum synergy and optimal soldier performance outcomes, the Soldier
System must fuse an integrated perspective with a modular approach in the development
and acquisition of soldier items. Since the various items of the soldier's clothing and
equipment must interact with the soldier and among themselves, both functionally and in
contributing to total weight, tradeoffs among them are necessary. This necessity for
tradeoffs requires that the development amA acquisition of soldier system items be managed
in an integrated manner by a single manager.



Architecture:

Since soldier materiel items interact both in function and in their conuibution to the total
weight carried by the soldier, it is necessary that these materiel items be structured into an
integrated architecture to make these interactions explicit and reveal the item/performance
tradeoffs. However, the systems architecture also must encompass a modular concept
since not all items will be required for every task and performance advantages may be
gained by allowing flexible deletion from the soldier's load of those items not required for
the specific task at hmad.

Technology Assessment:

Suggested areas of Panel concerns ar outlined in Appendices E and F.

SIPE.ATTD:

The Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble - Advanced Technology Transition Demonstration
(SIPE ATMD) is important in two ways:

" First, it experiments with setting performance assessment (goals) above the component
level, thus requiring cooperation and coordination among numbers of developers and
providers of differing components.

" Second, it involves an assessment of the performance capability of a specific
assemblage of components in an architecture called the SIPE. It is important that the
specific test design and exit criteria be defined in detail.
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ISSUE 1: Requirements

Scenario-based threat analysis applicable to
soldier system missions and tasks - are not
available

* Concept-Based Requirements System (CBRS)
through soldier system missions and generic
tasks - are not available

Analytic tools (simulation technology) for
analysis of soldier system performance
requirements - are not available

• SOF provides a strong user pull for future
Soldier System capabilities

The Concept-Based Requirements System (CBRS) is a coherent, top down mechanism for
developing functional mission requirements needed for the future. However, the current analyses
have not been extenwd to include thc witicipa"Vd .... of the LMvdual soldicr as he meets
the future threats. The threat to be used as the basis for these analyses is still to be defincd and is
also an urgent need.

At the present, CBRS does not adequately address the anticipated missions and generic tasks for
the individual soldier along with the expected threat environments in a variety of scenarios in a way
which allows definition and prioritization of capability needs.

The threat information as presented to the ASB is incomplete, not useful and not
correlated to the expected missions and scenarios.

* T-oi_•, s... as.i..,t•i-n techn.logy, are not currently available to be used as part of
the requirements generation process to evaluate effectiveness or facilitate tradeoffs for
various combinations of anticipated solutions for the Soldier System.

The current CBRS documents to which the ASB has been exposed (e.g., AirLand
Operations, TRADOC PAM 525-5 dated August 1, 1991) do not properly treat the
probable very low density of traditional infantry soldier system missions and the
potential for augmenting the Soldier System with Unmanned Ground
Vehicle/Unmanned Air Vehicle on the future battlefield.

The Blueprint for the Battlefield (TRADOIC PAM 11-9) institutionalizes and standardizes the
concept of describing battlefield operations as a combination of nmission and generic tasks.

The output of the CBRS process should then be a "set" of documents describing how and with
what materiel the generic tasks will be performed in each scenario against the expected threats on
the future battlefield. The scts may need to be time specific snapshots of how these functions
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would be performed in various time frames. This CBRS output would then serve as a frame work
which can guide the Tech Base and RDA processes of the Army, and against which the results can
be judged. In addition, if the plans (such as SMP) which support the results of the CBRS are
judged to be unralistic or unaffordable, feedback can occur to adjust the "how" and "in what time
frame" the CBRS results must coincide with the capability projected by a realistic and affordable
Soldier Modernization Plan. At present, the CBRS process has not been completed down to the
level at which the capability need requirements for soldier system materiel (SSM) can be derived
for the future soldier.

One particularly glaring omission in the information presented to the ASB is a clear description of
the threat associated with performance of mission and generic tasks in a variety of operational
scenarios. For example, is air superiority assumed? In which mission/scenario?

The important aspect of this is in anticipating the number of soldiers expected to be involved in
performance of various generic tasks. The current draft Infantry White Paper (Infantry Branch
Conccpt) appears to anticipate that the tasks and relative "density" of performing those tasks will be
similar to past (Vietnam, WWII, etc.) wars. It does not anticipate, for example, that the future
battle might be largely fought using precision remote force insertion with only very limited (few
instances, not many soldiers involved) SOF-like operations. The trend demonstrated by Desert
Storm is that the U.S. Army will, in the future, fight "stand-off" wars in which an bicreasing
percentage of Army personnel will be further from the action, remotely operating long-range,
accurate ordnance delivery systems and supported by efficient command and control networks.
This kind of war will be more likely to be supported by U.S. citizens. Combatants will target each
others' weapons platforms using increasingly more extensive surveillance and targeting systems
and communicate this information to fire control points. Classic "charging the hill" maneuvers and

_,. bat..es'' ; 1 noit be theb pre'fe.iid tactics.

On the other hand, requirements for Special Operations missions in which the dismounted soldier
still represents the most significant element of the mission, will likely be maintained or even
intensified. In particular, Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) (not necessarily SOF, but
similar in many respects) appears to be an especially challenging mission. It would seem that
satisfaction of SOF requirements (being the most challenging) would generally encompass
requirements of all other soldiers. In fact, the ASB has found that the SOF and Marines have
provided a strong user pull to modernize and advance soldier system capabilities. However, a
challenge would be to "modularize" soldier system materiel (SSM) such that use of the same
item(s) in multiple missions is cost-effective. Clearly, we have been given examples for which
cost/pe.rforrance tradeoffs are clear problems and can anticipate that rear echelon support soldiers
would not need a very expensive, lightweight bulletproof, all purpose "JBD".

The Technology Based Seminar War Games illustrated the potential for evaluating the performance
of alternatives to SSM in the execution of mission and generic tasks on future battlefields and
indicated high payback for improved SSM. However, these exercises were at too high a level
(relative to the individual soldier) and may not have been adequately constrained (e.g., higher or

Sunrealistic capability assumptions with zero detection signature). However, based on a review of
current technology done in cooperation with the 1991 Summer Study "Army Simulation Strategy,"
thoroughly comprehensive tools are not yet available to perform realistic operational simulation at
the soldier system level.
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~ISSUE 1: Requirements

REC.OMMENDATIONS
* Develop scenario-based threat analysis for the

future Soldier System

* By 1992 complete CBRS analyses through the
Soldier System level

* Develop and employ war gaming/simulations with
emphasis on future Soldier System threats

* TSM should more formally and effectively
coordinate SOF and other services' requirements
and resources

The completion of concept-based analyses of the thrwat to be met in the future at the level of the
individual soidir an wiW- sffu i ap-i-utonis -" w'.nt uzr.,_ to It is important to provide
an adequate range of threats expected in various scenarios. Until this is done, the extension of the
CBRS process to the level of the soldier, and in turn the further update of the Soldier
Modernization Plan, cannot be completed. Due to the urgency of this step, it is recommended that
it receive immediate attention with the recommendation that it be completed in 1992. If this date for
completing a sophisticated analysis is judged unrealistic, it is recommended that an interim threat
assessment be developed to allow the initiation of the CBRS effort for the soldier and the
preparation of the next version of the Soldier Modernization Plan to have a more solid oasis.

One way of illustrating the ASB's recommendation is to functionally describe a "matrix" which
could be the end product of CBRS for Soldier Systems (see next chart). The left side of the matrix
contin, t.he i.,---ton of how the mnssion and generic tasks would be performed within the
operations scenanos expected in the future battlefield, including frequency of occurrence of
mission and generic tasks.

The objects of the blocks in the matrix would contain solutions (and associated costs) for various
alternatives to achieving the mission and generic tasks. This basic "data base" mechanism would
reveal commonality of various solution sets which provides ideas for consolidation of Tech Base
and RDA direction, and allows prioritization of various solutions.
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SOLDIER SYSEMr CAPABIJITY NEED IATR.X

AL UME SOUflOS4TALATED
DOlN'A11UNS OF SOLDMUCOLDMIE SYSTEM MATI•TL--- .-. -o N Si+ S+il S

GENERIC ENVIRoN- SEAI
TASKS MENT SEAI

The CG, TRADOC and Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence should extend the CBRS down
through Branch Concepts for the 1992 Battlefield Development Plan (BDP) including definition of
h.,vNd ,,h -,hat ma•teiel Peneric tasks are to be performed by the future soldier within expected
threat environments as applied to tine frames 1994-1997 and 1998 to 2006; and, them-after, cvolvc
(revise and staff) the documents every two years to be the basis for SSM development in tech base
and RDA processes by providing a list of prioritized capabilities and needs. An important aspect,
of course, is that the CBRS process should provide an efficient basis to exploit cost savings
associated with:

"* avoiding multiple, overlapping development programs and development organizations;
"* facilitating large quantity production of common items;
"* but, however, avoiding the trap of creating and fielding for all soldiers an expensive

"system" of Soldier System Materiel which modularly satisfies all of the Soldier
System requiiemnnis, whn, A ..A... Ol.. a few ' sldfiers would ever need a significant
fraction of the total capability.

CBRS process should include and consider how alternatives to the Soldier System will be used on
the future battlefield to perform mission and generic tasks within the expected scenarios and threat
environments.

One aspect of TSM-Soldier's responsibility is the total coordination of the broad range of future
capability needs across the full range of soldiers including SOF and Marines. In order to assure
that all of the capability needs are addressed within a "master priority list, TSM-Soldier should
establish a formalized rethod to insure *at SOF and Marine capability needs are included within
the overall priorities and/or influence the overall capabilities.

In order to support the CBRS process, the ASB recommends that the Army continue to develop
and use tools, such as simulation and war gaming, to project Soldier System performance on the
future battlefield.
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The CBRS processes will require new and more powerful tools to permit the simulation of the
complex environment and assigned tasks at the individual soldier and/or small unit level. The
initial series of war games conducted over the past two years, which brought the users and the
technologists together, has shown the value of this approach. However, the simulation
methodology cun-ently available does not permit the extension of detailed simulation that will be
reqiured to the level of the individual soldier and small unit on a complex battlefield. In developing
these new analytical methodologies, it is also important to allow consideration of all options for
meeting the needs rather than considering just solutions involving materiel.

The development of simulation technologies which can reproduce and test the effects of the
complex environments and the operational issues in which the individual soldier will be expected to
perform in the future is judged to be critical for the development of the tools that will permit task
and war gaming evaluation. Future efforts to produce CBRS requirements for the soldier and to
update the Soldier Modernization Plan heavily depend upon this technology.
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ISSUE 2: Research, Development and Acquisition

* Soldier capability needs are not available to influence
Tech BSne investment strategy

* Soldier modernization plan (SMP) establishes the
concept of the Soldier as a System and provides the
initial roadmap for Block I

9 SMP Block II is not realistic nor funded

0 SMP is critical to planning process, but is not approved

* Difficult to assess total dollars in Soldier System Tech
Base (approximately $200 M per year)

Due to the absence of the availability of a set of Soldier System capability requirements, the current
proccss - p .or' t" the w.hnology base for the Soldier System has been primarily technology
driven. The ASE has found that, nevertheless, the tech base has done a good job of arstCipating
and supporting advanced capability for the soldier in many aras. Hov tver, the ASB had no firm
basis for evaluating whether the technology base emphasis or funding, wrrelates to the capability
need& of the future soldier.

The current Soldier Modernization Plan (SNP) represents a good initial road map for addressing
the concept of the Soldier as a System, and if approved would establish formally the concept of
managing the Soldier as a System. However, because of the lack of completion of a current cycle
of the CBRS process, the current SMP was not systematically based upon the requirements
determining how and with what materiel the soldier will perform the generic tasks vithin the
misions, scenarios and threats projected for the future battlefield. However, even with these
discrepancies, the ASB feels that the capability needs for the Block I soldier• identifipe ij the
SMP (scheduled for deployment in 1998 - 2006) are realistic and supportable by technology
expectations.

The Soldier Modernization Plan's assumptions are. that changes will be introduced using the block
concept Conceptually, two very different methods of implementation are possible, Block Change
or Continual Modular hjtroduction of Improved Capability. Although in practice eventual system
implementation is often a blend of both concepts, the detailed design of all system elements is
profoundly influenced by an initial decision as to whicb of these two concept , Block Change or
Modular Intxoduction, is the primary intent The Block concept for this program is of concern.
Further, this ASB Panel feels that by the year 2008 the Block U1 capabilities that would be preferred
may be unrealistic or could potentially be achievable by non-Soldier System alternatives such as
unattended ground vehicles and unattended aerial vehicles. Further, even if fielded, the Block HI
Soldier System would likely be needed in only small quantities to satisiy very uiique SOF-like
contingencies.



At the present tiL ie, there is no specific accounting methodology which identifies what technology
base funding is specifically associated with the Soldier System. Theiefore, it has been difficult for
the ASB to assess the dollar level of the teciwology base that is being applied to the Soldier
System. Infoimation presented at the Soldier System Technology Area Assessment at AMC
provided some insight, but was most likely obtained as an after-the-fact estimate of how much
money is allocated to various programts which could be related to the Soldier System capabilities.
At this point, the best estimate is that there is approximately $200M/year allocated to the Soldier
System technology base effort (including medical tech base efforts).

Various lab managers have indicated that there are shortfalls in funding to achieve the technology
levels needed to support some perceived, but as previously shown, undefined needs.
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ISSUE 2: Research, Development andAcquisition

RECOMMENDATIONS

- Develop prioritized list of capability needs
to influence Tech Base program investment

- Reevaluate Tech Base funding in light of
capability needs and SMP

- Approve current SMP through Block I;
revise as appropriate

A most important output of the CBRS process is a list of prioritized capability needs which can be
usod to drive technology ba.se activities and funidug priortIs. The di.•. to ,he concept of the
Soldier System provides a good basis for striking a balance between technology push and user
requirement pull, a balance that would appear preferable for the Army as it moves into an era of
downsizing and funds reduction. At the same time this places a high degree of responsibility upon
the CBRS system to assure that the user pull does correctly reflect the changing operational
requirements. After the CBP.S is completed, the Army TRADOC System Manager should re-
examine the. SMP within the context of the individual soldier capabilities defined in Branch
Concepts developed through the CBRS, with a view of incremental improvement while retaining
the modular approach to modernization.

When these actions are completed, the needs that will be identified through CBRS at tie soldier
level and the r-vised So'diL" Modrni.ation PP__ will provide an excellent basis for assessing the
technology base program. It is recommended that the technology base managers use the CBKS
requirements list, when it is developed, and the Soldier Modernization Plan's schedule for
de-elopment of the "Block r' soldier ensemble as key documents for establishing, prioritizing,
funding and managing the supporting technology base efforts that will be needed for the "Block r'
ensemble. With this as a basis, it is recommended that the technology base programs be revised
where needed, including the reassignment of funds, to meet the capabilities and schedules which
will be needed for the Block I. This is the next major critical integrated step in meeting the
expectations of the Soldier Modernization Program.

It is recommended that the Soldier Modernization Plan be modified quickly to:

" Officially include only the Block I phase, and

"* Accommodate whatever soldier system management changes have been or will shortly
be made as a result of this ASB study.
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It should then be approved through the Block I phase, even though it is recognized that there is still
much to be added in future versions of the document. Our review demonstrated that the Army
needs this milestone approval to get the concept of the "Soldier as a System" recognized mad
accepted within the Army. It will help "jump start" the effort and send a strong message on the
importance of the soldier.

At the same tune it is recommended that the SMP should be considered a dynamic document that
will require regular attention and incremental revision as the concept matures. It is our feeling that
"Block Changes" should be avoided wherever possible, and only adopted when a change of
capability is absolutely required which outmodes almost all other elements of a system. It is not
obvious that such a system exists within the Soldier as a System program. This Army Science
Board Study recommends a Modular Introduction concept be employed rather than a Block Change
concept, because it may be preferable in an engineering and operational sense. Further, Modular
Introduction may be inevitable as a consequence of budget limitations and surge requirements and
the need to incorporate new capabilities quickly as technology advances provide opportunities.

Although not highlighted in "The Findings and Recommendations," additional significant
observations are discussed below.

The system for acquhing integrated "Soldier System" equipment presents a serious challenge for
the current acquisition system. The ASB study Panel evaluated the current acquisition process as a
basis for .,idging whether the current system would need to be revised to meet the challenges for
the provision of the integrated, modular and incrementally improved soldier ense.mble envisioned
for the future. Several issues were identified during the review that would require at.ention to

hr rr ntent system for what is projected to be needed during the transition to the integrated
"Soldier System" of the future. The findings and recommendations are discussed in more detail in
Appendix B, but a summary follows:

The increasingly complex CIE for the Soldier System needs to be treated more like a hardware
system than individual clothing items, and its development and acquisition (particularly through the
production readiness demonstration) need to be done under the Army management rather than
through DoD's Defense Logistics Agency.

The recent experience in Desert Shield/Storm indicates that there is a lack of adequate planning for
how much and what quantities of Soldier System materiel needs to be available (stocked) for use in
large scale contingency deployment. This supports the need for central planning, acquisition, and
fielding of SSM.

In response to the recognition that the current acquisition process is unable to respond to meeting
the unexpected and the contingency needs of the CINCs, the Army has established two programs
which have been quite successful. TIhey are the Soldier Enhancement Program (SEP) and the
Field Assistance in Science and Technology (FAST).

SEP comprises funds managed at HQ Army to procure a wide variety of items to satisfy urgent
soldier systems needs. Within FAST, the Army Materiel Command subordinate commands
provide representatives to the CINCs to enable a direct channel to communicate capability
limitations and deficiencies to the R&D commands. These programs are discussed further in
Appendix C.

These programs are working well and should be maintained; however, the TSM.Soldier should
channel information from SEP and FAST into the prioritization of capability needs.
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ISSUE 3: Integration

EMINGS
"• All items of soldier material are interdependent

"- No management mechanism for critical trade-off
analyses

"* No central organizational focus - limited power to
affect system outcomes across programs/organizations

"• Tech Base Executive Steering Committee coordinates
program but is too narrow in focus

" Scope of TSM-Soldier job greatly exceeds normal
TSM responsibilities; sufficient resources not yet
dedicated to assure Soldier System future

"=9"^,-is a . -ti,-'l is ic. As was rioted earlier, the management of the Soldier System presents
an issue of complexity as well as one of integration. 'lhere are many Army laboratories and centers
engaged in developing component items which are part of the Soldier System. Adoitionally, there
are several project managers, other materiel oriented technology laboratories, a number of medical
laboratories and the Army Research Institute, all contributing to the soldier's benefit, with many
charged with a responsibility to develop items of equipment. Examples of those activities are as
noted in a previous chart entitled The Complexity Challenge."

Most significant is the fact that a large percentage of their efforts involve Soldier System hardware
development, much of which should be developed in an integrated and modular fashion. As noted
in our findings, nearly all items of soldier materiel are interdependent and therefore should be
subject to system development rules. However, this has not been the case and, in fact, has never
been the case. Yet in most instances, the soldier's equipment does fit togeffier and opcerates
properly. Nevertheless we believe an inordinate expenditure of resources is required just to
coordinate equipment interfaces across and up and down organizational lines of authority.

There is simply no central organizational focus for the Soldier System, and therefore the abLity to
perform realistic system trade-off analyses which can influc nce system outcomes is extremely
limited. Each developing organization may be doing an adequate job of optimizing their equipment
component, but there is no opportunity to perform such a function on a system-wide basis. We
also have a concern that focusing on separate equipment items results in an organization-by-
organization determination of what technology to support. The opportmuity to pool resourccs to
bring a technology to fruition which would be of benefit to two or more Army organizations does
not appear to happen significantly often. Thus a limited dollar resource is not always used most
effectively.

This raises the issue of the coordination role of the AMC Tech Base Executive Steering Committee.
It is a coordinating committee and not a nianagement committee, and it is somewhat narrowly
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focused on concerns that are materiel oriented. Strides have been made in bringing representation
from the OTSG and ARI to provide a benchmark and a base from which to expand these interests.
This does have the potential of establishing a number of technology integration opportunities that
would not have been possible without such a relationship.

L-stly, it should be pointed out that the TRADOC System Manager (TSM) for the Soldier has
much broader responsibilities than those of other TSMs. The TSM-Soldier has been charged by
the Commander TRADOC to be the conscience of the Army for the soldier. His integration
responsibilities for the individual soldier extend across-the-board to include dismounted, mounted
and all other soldiers, and therefore he must maintain strong interfaces with all other TSM's in
integrating the requirements for the individual soldier. The TSM-Soldier also interfaces with the
technology base community through his membership on the Technology Base Executive Steering
Committee which was formulated originally within the AMC community. Recently, the Chief of
Staff has high-lighted the need to improve the quality of life of the soldier in a tactical environment,
and this responsibility has also been assigned to the TSM-Soldier. With all of these
responsibilities, there is a question as to the ability of the TSM-Soldier to effectively perform all
these functions within existing manpower resources. As a final observation, a complete.
identification of these resource needs has not been completed, and to date, the TSM-Soldier has
been fully supported based upon his specific requests.
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ISSUE 3: Integration

RECOMMENIDATION
"* Appoint a General Officer Manager to

integrate Soldier System acquisition;
restructure within existing resources

* Establish a focal point in SARDA to manage
the Soldier System Tech Base program

" Establish and resource a "unique" TSM for
the Soldier System in TRADOC

Them is an overwhelming need for a General Officer Manager of the Soldier System. It is
absvlutely essential that the soldier and all of his equipuaen ¢ mnagA •,• a system to ssum. the
necessary trade-off analyses can be made to provide the soldier with the most effective capability
witiin r.11 the constraints of weight and physiological performance limits that must be met. We
foau:d no .xisting mechanism by which such trade-off considerations can be effectively made and
impleennnted because there is no single manager of the Soldier System. An immediate advantage
of hav ci.g a Soldier System manager is that he would have control of the funding authority and thus
would Ir able to fully implement changes derived- from the trade-off analyses. Furthermore, we
believt it is totally necessary that the Soldier System manager institute procedures to assure that all
sub-system components are integrated, that these sub-systems be completely modular, and that a
configu.arion control methodology is implemented at the outset to guarantee an integrated, modular
system r,;sult.

We reco.)gnize that Army manpower resources are shrinking, and this must be a strong
consideration in creating a Soldier System management organization. Such an organization must
be lean in terms of staff and should not exceed a total of 20-30 people at a maximum. These
resourres should be assigned from the several organizations currently responsible for the
develop nint and equipping of the soldier.

It is uncertain as to the adequacy of funding, but our view is to establish the Soldier System
Manager with existing resources assigned. As that staff becomes operational, the funding issues
must ,. dealt with as they are identified. Since the Soldier System Manager should have
reprogranuning authority, it will be possible to begin to make judgments based upon a across-the-
boanr a'de-off analyses. Thus, the Soldier System will begin to evolve towards the premise of
providing the soldier with the best capability possible within available resources. As over-riding
needs are identified, the General Officer Soldier System Manager will have the rank to at least De
able to compete for these rescurces. The infantry soldier is the only combat arm that does not have
a PEO advocate for his needs./ 2-



A focal point, to provide SARDA management oversight for the soldier technology base is also
needed to assure the funding assets required to support soldier interests within the AMC, OTSG
and ODCSPER are appropriately adjudicated. While it is recognized that a priortization of the tech
base programs within each of these communities occurs, it is likely that a good solid across- the-
board evaluation of priorities among these three performing activities has not happened. It is
important that this be done to assure the most efficient utilization of those funding resources.

It is also a concern that the external technology community has not played a strong role in the
evaluation of the Army's technology base program, and we believe this is a shortcoming that
should not be overlooked. They must be routinely invited to meetings and asked for comments.
Seldom are Army resources/funds available to leverage and transition technologies from external
souices. Available technology from other of the government agencies (DOE, NASA, NIH, etc.),
as well as industry should not be missed and should become a part of SARDA soldier technology
base considerations.

The TSM-Soldier has more assignments than can be effectively addressed within the resources
normally assigned by TRADOC to a TSM. The across-the-board assignments to serve as the
Army's conscience for the soldier, assure the quality of life of the soldier in the field, be the tech
base advocate for the soldier while performing all the other activities of the usual TSM office is
considerably broader than that of any other TSM. In addition, there is an added function which we
believe the TSM-Soldier should perform with either organic assets or with external resources. As
the individual soldier requirements begin to evolve from the CBRS process, interface problems
will arise between the capabilities needed to address these requirements. System engineering
principles must be applied in adjudicating overlapping requirements to assure that the stated

•eure op-. 4do"...,, ... l;t., has bee-n integom'te• and that all related requirements have beenappropriately considered. This unique TSM must be recognized and staffed accordingly.
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Acquisition Management Relationship (Future)

Mana~meutSAXDA and (SA

-cc"i F~~eocal Pa t Genera l Offic-er Manager
Soldier System ofirSse

Technim RMSystemi Development

The Tech Bas Focal Point at SARDA would manage the integrsfion of 6.1 Research, 6.2
Exploratory Development, and 6.3a Advanced Development (Nonsystem) programs in support of
Soltater ~ysteui.

Thec Genral9 Officer Soldier System Manager would manage. the integration of 6.3b Advanc~ed
Development (Systemis), 6.4 Engineering Development, and 6.7 Operational System Development
programs and be responsible foi production and fielding. It is a big job.
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Why General Officer Manager is Essential

Management Challenge Required Capabilities

* Multiple program control • Tmdeoff analysis among
• Organizational complexity intrtelated programs

SIntegration of technology o Reprogramming authority to
advances implement tradeoffs

* Major interface controls require Responsibility and authority to
• Long term mission field integrated Soldier System

mmon Ln mis mlom
Prog~mus Funding

* Clothing • Large dollar volumeFY92-99 FYOD-08Individual equipment $278M $347M
* Food PROC = $718M + ?M $2,255M
* Che-icanlbiological and ballistic (Block D)

protection <S--•-

* Field services
Individual weapons • Funding integration

* Communications * Leverage
- Joint servimcs

Training - Industry

*Ageneral of ficer nwrnta-z is esbitiai"U burA-auscV- Gf LI manmr-gen~nt chill~me, th nuil-tinin
programs, the complexity of achieving the required capabilities, and the large amount of RDTE and
procurement funding now and in t-e future for soldier systems.

When the Army made a decision to acquire a capability in the 1970s (Big Five), it appointed
General Officer Managers for the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH now Apache); Utility
Transpoaton Aircraft System (UTrAS, now Blackhawk); Surface-to-Air Missile Development
(SAM-D now Patriot); Experimental Model One (XM-l now Abrams); and Mechanized Infantry
Combat Vehicle (MICV now Bradley).

We need to do the same things for the Soldier System today. We need to have a
gene.u.. M offM.u.cer m.nager who nerforms the functions similar to a more traditionalhardware PEO.
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III
g�n t I ngrvtioh Can of Commana d h

mebrsi rpesnin irc ln t CSPDCSLOG A dy DCSPER, TSGDA

i e q -er s anidiiua[ I SOD 8I Z2:k--. •

Keymatersiel componsentsn of thre SlirSse r linkt CO Se bCeLow.DCPR TG DA

MATERIEL COMPONENTS OF SOLDIER SYSTEMS

Clothing & iudividujal Eqi C'-- qup=-t C1 od ae

* Ballistic Protection * Re;pirwy Mask *Individual Radio .(pcraional Rations
* Envirn~mental Protection • u~of.tco Position Location eHeating Equipment
* tChm/Bio Pwttonm • Per'.onal Decon .Decision Aids/Display eWate Purification
* G]loves .Dama Bas

n BoMts Individual Weapon .Night Vision
* Helmets - Personal Weapon
* Ballisi sEye Protctfion • Sights Medical
* Sleeping Gear • Interface W/C31 eVision Correction
• Entreching/TImversng Equip * Giwi .First Aid Kit
* Camouflage * Bayonet .Preventive Medicine
* Portable Lights
n Survival c..quipmet
* Load Canying Equipment

* Compass
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ISSUE 4: Architecture

"• An integrated modular architecture is
essential to coordinate and focus the Tech
Base and development efforts

"* Lack of systems engineering methodology

"* Many examples of equipment interface
mismatches

The ASB saw several examples of an emerging architecture. The broad extent of components
centeread around the individual soldier, combined with the range of global theater defense missions,
1= led to a cn,__lenx system that is challenging to define and manage. The stereotypical notion of a
single solution or ensemble is quickly dispensed. A more detailed b",.out of the cuTrent
clothing and individual equipment component of the Soldier System is presented in Appendix D.
When the spectrum of missions, combat theaters, and individual differences are considered, the list
of Soldier System items readily extends into the thousands.

Agreement upon an overall architectural plan for the Soldier System is required before appreciable
progress can be made in the focus of technology options toward support of the future Army
soldier. Achievement of an approved architectural definition should be placed high on the list of
immediate tasks facing the management of the Soldier System.

By architectural design, we mean a) a substantive definition of the elements within the Soldier
System and a definition of how each of these Vek,,,znt, 1iS to lnterface. with each other, b) a
substantive definition of the primary elements outside the Soldier System with which the soldier
must deal and a companion definition of these rzquired interfaces, and c) a reasonably complete
definition of the expected implementation concepts for fielding, both in timing of individual
element introduction and in the ability/inability to use in part or mix/matched with existing
inventory items.

I: appears to us that definition of the closely interlocking individual elements within the Soldier
System and those outside cannot be made without a systems engineering methodology, c ,en at this
early conceptual stage. Having an architectural design prior to a detailed component design effort
has long been required in Army implementation of major acquisition systems. It is ar obliged
element of Concept Design Reviews and is widely practiced. However, such formal systems
engineering methodology seldom has been required for component advanced development.

Since the Soldier System is a relatively new concept within the Army, there naturally has been little
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opportunity to apply a system engineering methodology. System engineering establishes the
desired requirements: defines a system architecture specifying form, fit and function of the
elements to ensure compatibility and interchangeability of the parts, and maintains the
configuration in documentation available to all contributors to the development and provisioning
activities. We found little evidence of this basic methodology. Aside fromn the notable example of
SIPE to bring several new protective components together in an integrated modular fashion, there
has been no systematic approach beyond the level of engineering interfaces between the soldier,
his equipment, vehicles, and weapons.

Intrinsic to the notion of a system approach is an integrated modular ensemble of equipment and
consumables. Integration and modularity may at first appear to be opposirng concepts. On one
hand, a tightly integrated system tailored to a specific function can not be easily modified by
changing components. On the other hand, the crrent soldier equipment ensemble is highly
modular, but not well integrated. Integration must not lead to an overly rigid configuration (a
potential outcome with a dogmatically pursued Block change/platform approach). Integration of
the soldier-borne equipment taken to excess will undermine the key strength of the soldier, that is
his or her capacity to respond flexibly to varied situations. The soldier does noi need to carry all
items all the tme. The aichitectuim must incorporate and promote the concept of interactive
modularity among soldier items. A balance between integration and modularity must be the goal
for the Soldier System.

In particular, one of the most important of these driving SMP assumptions is that of how the
evolving components of the Soldier as a System are to be introduced into field use. Conceptually,
two very different methods of implementation are possible Block Change or Continual Modular
Introduction of improived Cap- ,,y.A'lthough in p.acticeb eventual system implementation is often
a blend of both concepts, the detailed design of all system elements are profoundly influenced by
an initial decision as to which of these two concepts, Block Change or continual Modular
Introduction is the primary intent.
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,Mismatches

* Internal to Soldier System

- M16 rifle, chemical mask and ballistic vest interference

- Etreme cold weather parka did not fit over helmet

- Dust goggleshelmet interference

External to Soldier SystemI

- Chemical rubber glioves too stiff to tune radios

- Combat vehicle helmet electronics incompatible with
vehicle intercoms

The ASB of scve rgi cqueipmen: -mrnotches. The lny exmnpes cited above, we have been
told, have caused serious reduction in the soldier's fighting effectiveness and in his or her quality
of life. The purpose of this chart and its discussion, however, is not in any way meant to be
accusatory of designers nor any specific organizations. Rather, it is presented to emphasize the
importance of applying to the Soldier System the same standard system engineering techniques
uscd by the Army in its other major system developments. Our presumption is that the advanced
technology nature of the components, the divided responsibilities for procurement, and the very
early state of planning for an integrated Soldier as a Systnrm has been responsible for not having a
framework to prevent these "mismatches".

Examples of several mismatches are listed below:

"One simple, but pertinent one is the design of the interface of the augmented helimet
system with the postulated soldier integral computer system. If one were to always
implement the two together, then one might (as is the current assumption) load the
majority of all the electronic calculations in the computer. If, however, the helmet was
to be used when the computer was not available, a conventional integral processing
within the helmet is straightforward at probably no appreciable increase in cost.

" Another example of a mismatch is the failure of the soldier protective ensemble to allow
effective target acquisition and firing of current and future crew served weapons.

The examples above and the items contained in the "Mismatches" chart are reasonably well known
to the Army community. They are a small sample of a somewhat larger list compiled from
discussions with the many organizations and people with whom the ASB team talked. These
examples illustrate the difficulty of ensuling compatibility in soldier equipments and the necessity
of a rigorous process to achieve that compatibility.
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ISSUE 4: Architecture

RECOMMENDATIOS

* Develop family of integrated, modular
equipment and consumable items for the
Block I soldier, tailored across a spectrum of
concept-based missions and tasks

Apply systems engineering methodology,
assure integration, and coordhiate Tech Base,
development and user communities.

A principal goal of the Soldier System program should be to develop a fanWily of irtgiatud,
modular equipment and consumable items for the Block I soldier, tailored to answer a spectrum of
concept-based missions and tasks. The level achieved will be a limited core of common equipment
and provisions for the distinct climatic regional theaters the Army must be prepared to operate in.
At a minimum, three climate/region ensembles are envisioned: winter; forest/jungles, and desert.
While it is useful to identify the common core of equipment and provisions, and to ensure their
compatibility with each of the ensembles, in reality there will be more different than common
items.

It is crucial that the TSM-Soldier coordinate, within an overall formal areha•ectural plan, a jointTRADOC/RDA team approach to ensure compatibility of equipment proposed for delivery to the

soldier. Enduring compatibility becomes muah moir difficul in thee modir appoach to
implementation than we propose for Soldier as a System. With the concept of fiequent major
block changes, compatibility is considerably more easily handled. However, as we have already
said, we believe that frequent block changes are unrealistic for many reasons, and, therefore,
ongoing piece-part compatibility of soldier equipment is of dominant importance. We encourage
the Soldier as a System program to implement these measures as a matter of urgency.

We believe that it is necessary for Army authorities to establish an objective unit cost for the
combination of equipments which will constitute the Block I Soldier System. We recognize that
this objective cost may have to be modified in the light of additional user priorities and better
understanding of costs. However, we believe there to be a potential affordability issue not yet
aduquately addressed. The design of the Block I system will necessarily be affected by a realistic
assessment of the quantities required and monies expected to be available for procurement. Our
first impression is that the Block I soldier equipment suit and its planned improvements may well
constituttL a larger funding commitment than can be afforded by the new austere environment
anticipated in the future. The character of the very early P&D program is in major measure
determined by these affordability considerations. Therefore, we strongly suggest that the TSM
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lead a team from various elements of the Army to make an initial cut at this objective cost.

The ASB strongly suggests that the concept of a Block Change, intrinsic to the current SMP, be
quickly reviewed. On the basis of what it now knows, this ASB Pntel believes that a Modular
Introduction rather than a Block Change concept is both preferable in an engineering and
operational sense, and further that Modular Introduction will be inevitable as a consequence of'
budget limitations and surge requirements.

Traditionally, soldier equipments have been "mix and match", reflecting the unique requirements of
various units, their current state of equipage, inventory availability, and allocable resources.
Historically, readily identifiable major transitions in soldier uniforms and equipment have occurred
about every two to three. generations, i.e., Revolution Continental Army, Civil War, WWI,WW II,
and Viet Nam.

Even if such a Block Change was possible, we feel that adopting that concept would be a bad idea.
Our collective experience has been that Block Changes force the soldier to wait for the last of the
technological capabilities to be completed in order to benefit from any of the capabilities in the
Block. This difficulty Will be exacerbated in the future budget-restricted environment. Further, the
concept of Modular Introduction allows a far greater opportunity to utilize components in the many
different missions of Army soldiers, both within regular Army elements and within the SOF. It is
our feeling that Block Changes should be avoided whenever possible, and only adopted when a
change of capability is absolutely required which outmodes almost all other elements of a system.
It is not obvious that such a system exists within the Soldier as a System program.

Resolution of the pr-ce-dA:in'g :&ssue 'A' ii-c;"l t^ the P1..nt formij of the. Soldier as a System
technology program and to any planning of field introduction. Therefore, we suggest all
immediate review of this issue and a broad promulgation of Army implementation intent.

A system engineering methodology must be thoroughly thought out and implemented via future
revision to the SMP. A system engineering approach to defining (threats, requirements); designing
(function, allocating interfaces, requirements, flowdown, tradeoffs); controlling (configuration
management); testing; and managing represents a significant paradigm shift compared to the past
approach covering thousands of items which were extensively treated as isolated entities. Clearly
the system engineering approach applied to complex hardware and weapon systems can not be
dogmatically pursued. individual differences, cultural traditions associated with soldier equipment
and consmabe ..�~ ~eonomic and logistics constraints associated with the vast inventory of
items, together with the confusion, surprises, and fog of war, disrupt and add to the unique
complexity associated with the individual soldier. Nevertheless, ASB strongly endorses the
systzm approach to managing this complex array.
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ISSUE 5: Technology Assessment

* Near term opportunities exist for advances in
capability (GPS, C3, aural sensors, and protection)

* nsufficient coupling mechanisms (primarily a
funding issue) to leverage the available Tech Base
community (DARPA, NASA, DOE, industry,
academia, allies)

"* Limited external and peer review process -
technology advocates dominate search for alternative
solutions

" Many strong/effective technology elements - some
are unlikely to mature in the Block I timeframe -
some of onl marginal value

At the Soldier as a System Technology Arca,..,csscn, ... d atLBCOM, ..27 March 1991. the

following technologies were singled out as key technologies for future soldier systems: artificial
intelligence; biotechnology; exoskeletal structures; light-weight portable power, modeling and
simulation; neuro (behavioral) science; robotics; smart adaptive mazeriels; ultra small electronics
and opto-clectronics. It should be noted that the Panel did not carry out a detailed quantitative
technology assessment since we were not briefed on all technologies arid, furthermore, the Soldier
System capability requirements against which to carry out such an assessment have yet to be
spelled out in detail. Nevertheless, the Panel did consider technology and soldier capabilities in the
context of numerous briefings it received over a six month period. A fairly detailed synopsis of
our assessment of key technologies and some other elements of the technology program are to be
found in Appendices E and F. In the following, we summarize our key technology assessment
findinos.

First, it is clear to the Panel that it is possible to build upon the existing technology base, both
within and outside the Army, to considerably enhance the Soldier's capabilities in tht; near term.
For example, the Panel believes that by exploiting state-of-the-art microelectronics, digital, sensor,
and materiels technology that the soldier's capability in areas such as navigation (GPS);
communications, command, and control (C3); and aural sensors and protection can be significantly
enhanced. Many other opportunities to enhance the soldier's capabilities are presented and
discussed in the next chart.

Second, it is the Panel's view that significant expertise relevant to the Soldier System resides
outside the Army in other services (e.g., the AF integrated helmet display) and agencies such as
NASA (expertise on equipment integration), DARPA, and DOE Laboratories. Other sources of
relevant technologies may be found in industy, academia, and with our allies. It is the Panel's
judgment that there is currently hisufficient coupling (with these outside resources) to significantly
leverage these other investments into the Army tech base. The Panel recognizes that establishing
strong coupling is a non-trivial process and requires building a network of close professional



relations and usually requires a financial commitment to invest in these outside entities.

Third, the ASB Panel perceives limited utilization of external pewr review of the Soldier as a
System technology base. It is the Panel's observation that the advocates of each technology
dominate the search for alternative solutions. Scientists and engineers should be advocates for
their technology, and the Panel applauds them for that; it is the apparent lack of checks and
balances provided by peer review that is our main concern.

Fourth, it is the Panel's opinion that virtually all technologies in the Army Technology Base Master
Plan could, if developed to a sufficiently mature level, significantly enhance soldier system
capabilities. Obviously, though, some are likely to play a dominant role in the near term (Block I)
time frame, e.g., chen/bio sensors, expert systems, light weight power for electronics, materials
such as composites, and microelectronics and opto-elecu'onics. Other technologies which, in the
Panel's judgment, are unlikely to mature sufficiently soon to significantly enhance the soldier's
capabilities in the near term include artificial intelligence, biomaterials, micro-climate cooling,
modeling and simulation for the integrated soldier, phannacologic aspects of neuroscience, variable
complex task robotics, and biomaterials for chame!eon-like camouflage. In the Panel's judgment,
active exos keletons are likely to have marginal value on the near term capabilities of the soldier.

IF
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ISSUE 5: Some Promising Technological Capabilities

Combat Casualty Care
Position/Navigation
Individual communications
Enhanced sensors
Improved Air drop
Soldier IFF
Chem/Bio protection
Individual Chem/Bio sensors
Improved individual combat weapon
Integrated helmet
Ergonomic boots

&us AS, .- ,,, .. ae ... very impreed with the range of technology of ligh promise whichappeared to be able to transition in the near time frame into the field in support of the soldier itis

our judgment that the capabilities of the soldier can be greatly increased and his quality of life
significantly improved through the Soldier as a System Program proposed by the Army and
described in this report.

We wish in this chart to communicate some of our enthusiasm for this program with a short
description of a few of the technologies of high promise and of their implications to the soldier. As
depicted on the chart, some of these. selected promising technologies will be demonstrated in the
SIPE ATMl in 1992.

"Combat Casualty Care: Combat casualty care represents the ultimate in the
sustainment of the soldier in the field. Our Panel found the future Asmy soldier and his
SO1F counterpart will benefit greatly from information and expert systems to direct
remote care, artificial blood and clotting factors, pharmaceuticals that prevent further
vital organ damage from blood loss or infection, and concentrate hypertonic intravenous
saline solutions to provide highly portable iV resuscitation. The combination of these
medical treatment technologies is absolutely needed to offset the expected lethality of the
future battlefield.

" Position/Navigation: Desert Storm dramatically demonstrated the utility of
precision position location. Yet, we foresee even greater utilization of position/location
technology as elements like GPS reccption become more widely available and
significantly reduced in size and cost. Programs for cost reduction and miniaturization
arc already underway within the Army and in cooperation with DARPA. Dismounted
soldier combat effectiveness should radically increase as tactics are developed to utilize
dependable and precise knowledge of where our soldiers am located and, from their
reporting, whete the enemy is deployed.
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* Individual Communications: Designs to evaluate the operational utility of
communication between soldiers by Low Probability of Intercept techniques will be
operationally evaluated in the upcoming SIPE ATrD. We expect that the same
overwhelming advantage that excellent C3M bas demonstrated at the major
organizational level will also be demonstrated in the operation of the small dismounted
soldier unit.

Advanced Sensors/Integrated Helmet: The commercial world has made
tremendous progress in sensor development, both reducing costs and expanding the
capability and operational utility of new sensor technologies. We believe, as do the
Army technologists, that these new sensors can be packaged into an integrated helmet
vision system, and that this, new capability can revolutionize the ability of the
dismounted soldier to locate and to successfully attack forces of considerably greater
apparent strength.

Improved Air Drop: New technologies arising out of advanced sensors, sport
parachute development emphasis and new delivery and extraction pod techniques
appear to promise the ability to satisfy the toughening safety, delivery speed, and low
altitude needs of conventional contingency warfare. After periods of comparatively
slow progress, we believe that this technology can move much more rapidly, that
incirased emphasis on air-drop technology is much warranted, and that technologies,
other thma parachute, should be investigated.

Soldier IFF: We believe that the integrated technologies incorporated in this list will
allow an interchange of pmeise i.....U.. - -L- I ,,.,LLIuAy, J%,%,0-. .. 7

through this, an acceptable level of identification of friendly soldiers. Other interesting
methods of real t•me identification appear plausible and entirely possible.

Chem/Bio Sensors and Protection: New material technologies appear to offer
far fewer operaional limitations than current protective equipment. These advances
coupled with new biologically based sensors offer a revolutionary change in capability
and operationa. utility of next generation chem/bio capability.

Improved Individual Combat Weapon: The applicability of inexpensive
miniaturized missile seeker technology appears to make straightforward use of available
i-f-a.--d si:ht ,-chnok1.,to ,r,. it standard rifle firing only when vroperly sighted on
the intended targeL Such a capability we feel might substantially increase the
effectiveness of extended range rifle fire in combat.

Ergonomic Boots: Of all the hardware of interest to the soldier, boots are probably
the most impomt of all. Many new ideas for more effective footwear appear
1romising, zmong them contour adjustment by air inflation developed for competitive
sports. We expect to see in die next few years a broadening of the operational utility of
th,- standard issue boot.



ISSUE 5: Technology Assessment

RECOMMENDATIQNS

Capture available technologies in order to field
capabilities for near-term modernization

SARDA establish set-aside funding wedge to
invite and incorporate technologies from
external resources (approximately $10M)

Establish formal interdisciplinary process to
search for alternative solutions via annual
external reviews of investment strategy

Th71e Poel's first rewomnmndation is to capture currently available technologies to enhance the
soldier's capabilitios in the ncar term. One approach to acconplishing this t might e ,
follows: (1) establish capability requirements to better guide the Soldier System technology base;
(2) carry out formal technology area assessments in light of the capability requirements established
in (1); (3) include external peer review as part of the technology area assessment; (4) require
consideration of alternative concepts early in the research and development cycle; (5) review and
refine technology base investment strategy on the basis of tech base assessment in order to capture
those technologies which offer significant potential to enhance a soldier's capability in the near
term.

The second recommendation involves SARDA establishing a set-aside funding wedge of
approximately $10M to invite and incorporate technologies from external sources. This money
would be invested in other Federd agencies, inJdusty, and academia in order to truly leverage
unique technology capabilities outside the Army.

Thirdly, the Panel strongly recommends the establishment of a formal, periodic, multidisciplinary
peer review process of the Soldier System tech base investment strategy, with special emphasis on
consideration of alternative solutions. A key component of our reconmmendation is the inclusion of
some reviewers external to the Army and DOD and that a variety of scientific and technical
disciplines be represented on the peer review Panel.
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ISSUE 6: SIPE ATTD

Technology Base System Development

Budget Categories

(N am m ) (BY - ) • ,'

_J J I

. .i tnw •l ud~ ..... ... .: T.,u:d.ew Doom

S"E AM IS A CAAILY DEMO

SIPE is an Advanced Teclnology Transition Demonstration (ATID) of multiple capabilities for
possible inclusion in the Block I soldier as described in the Soldier Modernization Plan (SMP).
Using a sybrcis app-mach, the SIDE rgram iS Lntegr.tin ate-of-the-ar technological

capabilities into a single modular system consisting of: an advanced clothing sub-system (uniform
and body armor, gloves, boots, and load bearing equipment); integrated headgear sub-systems
(communications capability interfaced with weapons systems, soldier computer with expert
systems, respiratory protection, laser eye protection); and micro-climate cooling powered by a
Stirling engine generator or battery.

This ATID provides an evaluation of new promising technology capabilities in an operational
environment with soldiers. Its output becomes one of many other inputs to a milestone zero
decision to go into development. SIPE and the future ATID for mounted soldiers (air and ground)
are major stepping stones for Soldier System improvements.
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ISSUE 6: SIPE ATTD

"* SIPE ATTD schedule for 1992 testing is an
important step towards Soldier System
Modernization, evaluating integrated,
modular technology capabilities

"* No approved exit criteria

• Demonstration test is not extensive enough
to delineate sub-system value

"* Program is effectively managed with
realistic probability of success for several
of the modular components

In the casc of the SIPE g- gram, there are three distinct sets of criteria concerns: baseline, ATrD,
and future. Baseline criteria for the individual soldier are very fuzzy and only exist on the basis of
an assessment of today's performance capability. Even then it is more a specification of unit
performance rather than that of an individual performe. The first set of exit criteria from the ATIM
have been developed. These are largely based upon simply stating that performance must be
"equal to or better than that which currently exists." Care must be taken in using such criteria as
there is some doubt that many of the performance characteristics to be evaluated are themselves
very well quantified. The Infantry School has also developed a set of "tentative" perfuonance
requireme'ts for. full scale development consideration. The ASB suggests that an attempt be made
to identify at, "n-between" set of criteria that, if achieved, would warrant an objective worthy of
pursuit. This should be accomplisho d in conso-t ',dilth the uwer ond in. odvan-ce of th~e Ar
Finally, the issue of the future criteria needs to be considered by TRADOC. The Air Land Battle
Future does rot recognize the individual soldier and therefore, it is difficult to plan a long term
Soldier Systemi program when there is no means to employ a Concept Based Requirements
process, as the individual soldier requirements have never been developed. Consideration needs to
be directed at soldier "skin-in" as well as soldier "skin out," e.g., heat stress, fatigue factors.
Misunderst,-ding could undermine suppcot for the Soldier System.

Assuming that exit criteria are developed, a modular ensemble needs to be tested in a manner to
permit quantiutive assessment of the relative contribution and enhancement made by each
component. Fot •.xa.•nple, if enhanced tactical pertorinance is almost completely dependent on one
small component, such &s improved commanications, in the current era of cost constraints the
Block I soldier may only be able to afford this capability. The current SIPE testing program is not
detailed enough to allow establishment of this type of relative sub-system valuation.
The SIPE program is ciose to being on schedule and is being managed well by the SIPE office

which reports directly to the NRDEC Tech Director's office. The program is being &ccomplished
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through four principal contracts: (1) the integrated headgear sub-system, (2) the integrated clothing
sub -system; (3) the Stirling engine generator, and (4) the overall SIPE system integrator. The
Panel was convinced that integration aspects of the SIPE were under control and that the
integration contractor had been provided sufficient authority to resolve interface problems. The
SIPE team expressed confidence that their contractors and the Army labs providing test
components for the ATTD will meet their scheduled delivery requirements. They currently do not
foresee any significant technical problems in the performance of their contracts and are now
receiving prototypes of the integrated headgear for early evaluation.

One technical limitation is discussed in more detail in the technology appendices. The Stirling
engine required for micro-climate cooling may give off an unacceptably high acoustic or heat
signature. The Panel suggests that these factors be included in the SIPE AYTM exit criteria.
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ISSUE 6: SIPE ATTD

RECOMMENDATION
* Establish definitive exit criteria at the modular

level

Test program should be designed to delineate
the high payoff/low payoff technologies at
modular level for a range of combat scenarios

Conduct a risk analysis to identify and
eliminate potential obstacles to successful
ATTD test

The Panel believes that definitive exit criteria must be established at the modular level.
Furthermore, the Panel recognizes that the soldier has a large number of specific tasks. Specific
exit criteria that test each modular component against the five major soldier capabilities - lethality,
command and control, survivability, sustainment, and mobility-need to be established.

By closely working in this early phase with the MRDC, many soldier "skin in" problems will be
eliminated before they can occur. A strong emphasis should be placed upon testing the modular
approach that is being taken that will reinforce across-the-board capability potential. The fact that
tLe complete (as best as it can now be defined) system is being considered, that it is modular, and
that it is integrated, cannot be emphasized strongly enough. In order to clearly delineate which

chra.olai•. , capabilit_ y gives added value, each modular piece with its value will need to be tested
in different combat scenarios against the five major soldier capabilities. For example, the Spcciai
Forces may not require chemical protection in many of their operations, and the fact that those
elements of the system can be easily decoupled because of the modularity, without re-designing the
system, is a positive attribute of the system approach. Other components of the Soldier System
should be tested and related to the specific requirements of the various user elements of the Army.
If the final Soldier System product can be "all things to all people" simply by adding or subtracting
one or more of the modular sub-system components, a strong advocacy of the entire user
community will evolve. In principle, the "systems" approach could be extended to all soldiers:
dismounted, vehicle crews, air crews and those strictly acting in the support roles. Because of the
high visibility the SIPE program enjoys, the opportunity to develop an advocacy base exists and is
being exploited to some extent.

The SIPE office has reduced the technical risks, and we believe there is a high probability they
(with their contractors) will deliver what has been promised for the ATID. However, there are still
a host of management, funding and analysis risks associated with the accomplishment of this
program that should be explored that the SIPE office does not have the manpower to address.
NRDEC should provide these resources, and not necessarily by assigning mote people to the SIPE
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office, but by making the capability available and implementing such assessments so that all
possible measures are taken to guard against the "unknown unknowns." Because of the critical
importance of the success of the ATMD, every avenue should be explored to better guarantee that
result.

"The risks related to meeting the yet-to-be-specified ATIM exit criteria have not been identified, but
as that becomes more focused, back-up approaches need to be determined along with appropriate
courses of action.

Ul
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Key Recommendations

Chief of Staff of the Army: Approve Soldier Modernization Plan
through Block I 

[

Army Acquisition Executive: Appoint a General Officer Manager to
integrate fth Soldier System _

^ssistant Secretary Army (RDA): Establish a focal point in SARDA to
manage the Soldier System Tech Base
Program for the total Army

Deputy Chief of Staff for Develop scenario-based ducat for the
Intelligence: futmr Soldier System

Commanding General, TRADOC: Complete CBRS analyses through
Soldier System level and provide a list
of prioritized capability needs.

Soldiers, ,. not. ,-, • as - s•ysm....... They_ n to be. There needs to be a single focal point for
the soldier in key places. TRLADOC has a single focal point in the TRADOC System Manager. We
need others. The key recommendations summarized above will allow this.

We believe that approval of the Soldier Modernization Plan through Block I is important and will.
send a message to the rest of the Army approving the concept of the "Soldier as a System."

Our war fighting edge is the sjIie.

We must equip the soldier with the kuII

Integrated, focused Soldier System management provides that

opportunity,

The task ahead of all of us, "The Soldier as a System," as outlined in this report,
is never as great as the power behind us. We urge the leadership in the
Army to provide that power.

S. . . i i I I i I I I I II I I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0103

2 9 JAN 1991 1

Dr. Duane A. Adams
Chair, Army Science Board
Associate Dean
School of Computer Science
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 1521A

Dear Dr. Adams:

You are requested to appoint a panel of Army
Science Board (ASB) Members to conduct a 1991 Summer
Study on "The Soldier As A System." The study should
address, as a minimum, the Tarms of Reference (TOR)
described below. The panel should consider the TOR as
guidelines and may consider related issues deemed
important or suggested by the Sponsor. Modifications to
the TOR must be coordinated with the ASB office.

I. Background

Historically, the Army has developed and fielded
soldier materiel on a piece-meal basis which has led to
an ever-increasing weight burden for the soldier. The
problem is exacerbated by the wide variety of soldier
items, from weapons to food, and the large number of
materiel developers. Soldier materiel is fielded by one
or more laboratories and/or centers in each of three
major commands--Army Materiel Command, Office of the
Deputy Chiet of Staff for Personnel, and the Medical
Research and Development Command.

The soldier as a system emerged from the Soldier
Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE) Advanced
Technology Transition Demonstration, first conceived in
1988. Since that time, the Army has developed a
definition for the Soldier SyFt-em as part of its Soldier
Modernization Plan

a. The Soldier System consists of those items worn
or consumed by the soldier and those items carried for
individual use. It does not include items carried in
the soldier's load which are designed to accomplish unit
missions (e.g., crew-berved weapons/munitions, unit
radio).
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b. The soldier's load includes items from the
Soldier System as well as selected items of unit
equipment required to accomplish the unit missions.

The purpose of this study is to explore in greater
depth the logical evolution and implications of pursuing
an integrated approach to development, fielding, and
management of soldier related materiel.

II. Terms of Reference

a. Assess the existing Research, Development and
Acquisition (RDA) process for items of materiel for the
soldier and compare it to the RDA process for other
types of systems. Report conclusions regarding the
effectiveness of the existing process, identifying
advantages and disadvantages. Recommend a best
management and organir tional approach for the RDA of
soldier materiel. Sh.. I the soldier be managed as a
major system? Particua., attention should be paid to
achieving integrated, coordinated, and synergistic RDA
of separate items toward overall optimization of the
ensemble of the soldier and his materiel.

b. Within the doctrinal context of the AirLand
Battle-Future (ALB-F) concept and TRADOC-defined
required battlefield capabilities, and considering the
soldier as a system (i.e., as defined in the Soldier
Modernization Plan) identify potential materiel and
training solutions that must be developed to ensure the
lethality, command and control, protection, sustainment,

psychological and physiological interface of the soldier
with proposed Soldier System component solutions.
Address these solutions to three soldier variants:
dismounted, crew mounted (air and ground), and all
others.

c. For each pote-itial materiel and training
solution, assess the state-of-the-art and availability
of technologies to implement it; recommend research most
likely to produce required implementing technologies;
and identify the time frame for implementation.

d. Rank-order each potential :iateriel or training
solution and its implementing technology.
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III. Study Support

The Military Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of
the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition
(LTG Cianciolo) will sponsOL the study. The Cognizant
Deputy will be the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Research and Technology (Mr. Singley). The DA Staff
Assistants will be Sharon Vannucci, SARD-TT (lead) and
MAJ Terry Rauch, SARD-TM (alternate).

IV. Schedule

The panel will begin its work immediately and
conclude the effort at the 10-day summarization and
report writing session to be scheduled during the end of
July 1991. The exact time and location will be
coordinated by the ASE. As a first step, the Panel
Chairman should prepare a study plan and present that
plan to the sponsor. Please provide a copy of the study
plan to the ASS office.

V. Special Provisiont

It is not expected that the inquiry will go into
any "particular mattersv within the meaning of Section
208, Title 18, of the United States Code.

Sincerely,

..~/7.he . Conve

Assi ant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition)
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Discussion: Issues Related to Acquisition Process

The system for acquiring integrated "Soldier System" equipment presents a serious challenge for
the current acquisition system. The ASB study panel evaluated the current acquisition process as a
basis for judging whether the current system would need to be- revised to meet the challenges for
the provisioning of the integrated, modular and incrementally improved soldier ensemble
envisioned for the future. An example presented to the ASB highlighted the long unnecessary time
betweern development and fielding of the extreme cold weather ensemble. Several issues were
identified that would require attention during the review to prepare the current system for what is
projected to be needed during the transition to the integrated "Soldier System" of the future. These
include the following:

Planning, development, type classification, and acquisition processes for soldier-related
equipment are fragmented and require prolonged periods of time to affect coordination
by the several organizations (i.e., Army RDA, OSD, DLA) who are players at different
stages in the process.

Most items of soldier related equipment are developed and procured individually, and,
therefore, each item has to move through the complex process individually.

The recent direction by DOD to shift the preparation of the procurement technical data
package and initial proof of its adequacy for manufacturing (production demonstration)
to DLA further complicates this problem because it transitions responsibility for
complex items from Army R&D laboratories to DLA at an awkward point in the
process.

There is currently no central plan which determines how much of what materiel would
be needed to conduct operations in projected cenarios. As a result, there is difficulty
matching materiel procured with the needs identified by the CINCs who have this
responsibility fox TO&E for their theaters.

The DLA policy of stockage which uses "use rate" does not allow for realistic
preparedness to meet a rapid deployment, especially when the number deployed (for
example, during Desert Storm) is large and needs to be completed in a short period of
time.

.A_ ̂ _.... p.ayjp•,~e. tfl Thi .A ___th

The delays between the transfer of funds by uhe ,-A,,y 4v .. to. -LA..nd- the
approval given to DLA to obligate these funds to affect procurement of the items
extends the process.

"* There is a hesitancy hi DLA to replace an existing item already in stock with a new item
which incorporates major new advances in technology, a position which prolongs the
fielding process and is aggravated by poor planning.

" The basic Army RDA/DLA acquisition process is so slow that it is unable to meet the
unexpected which requires a rapid response. A separate system, outside the regular
Army/RDA system, had to be created to meet the CINC's requirements during the
recent Desert Shield/Storm experience. The process needs attention today to increase
the likelihood of having the right equipment available at the right time.

The advent of the Soldier System brings with it a concept for equipping the soldier. The soldier's
equipment as an ensemble will emphasize integration to assure fit and performance of all of the
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elements of the assembly. The ability to change out components as thc tecbnology matures will

permit gradual advancement of the capability for the soldier. The use of modularity of the

assembly will permit the comman._der to select different combinations of the ensemble that will best

meet the .soldier s individual nission needs.

We accept the premise that rapid, massive deployment, as seen duinig the recent Deseert

Shield/Storm or small highly mobile forces deployed to future trouble spots as needed are

harbingers of the future. The acquisition process for tomorrow for Soldier System equipment will

require major streamlining and flexibility to be able to meet both the long-term planned acquisit~ion

of the changing ensemble and the ability to surge to meet the unplanned or conti.gency operations.

Central planning for fielding of Soldier System Materiel appears mandatory to achieve this end.
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Soldier Enhancement/Field Assistance in Science and Technology

In response to the recognition that the current acquisition process is unable to respond to meeting
the unexpected, contingency, and acute needs of the CINCs, the Army has established two
programs which have been quite successful. They are the Soldier Enhancement Program (SEP)
and the Field Assistance in Science and Technology (FAST) program.

In the case of SEP, the Congress has been most generous in providing funding for the last two
years to answer the field needs for correcting deficiencies in the equipment of the soldier. More
importantly, the products gained from this program during these two years have exceeded the
expectations. As a result of the success of SEP to date, both Congress and the Army are
proposing to fund the effort for the FY 92. In recognition that the program is filling a gap in the
ability of the acquisition process to meet immediate and/or unexpected needs, the program recently
has been brought under the oversight of the TSM-Soldier along with the other soldier-related
CBRS efforts.

Its modus operandi is one of allowing the need, once defined, to be directly and promptly
addressed through a coordinated effort by the SEP office. The SEP project officer can use any
avenue, the RDA laboratories or nondevelopment items (NDI) sources, for gaining the solution to
problems. The flexibility inherent in the current program has been key to its success. This must
be maintained in whatever configuration it takes if the degree of success is to be continued.

A review of the expenditures of funds during FY 91 includes commitments of $8.9M for
supM r_'ng needs in weapons and munitions, $.85M for efforts in communications, $1.7M for
combat clothing and individual equipment, and $2.3M for the area of food, water, arid sheklr. T'he
latter two categories reflect direct support of areas that would fall within the current definition of
the Soldier System. Further analysis of the expenditures for FY91 reveals that while the products
being procured are judged quite useful and needed, it is surprising to see this pathway being used
to fund what were otherwise unfunded 6.3B and 6.4 projects. It raises the question as to whether
this dilutes the capability and intent of this program. It is recommended that the Army examine the
strategy to be followed in this program for the future to insure that it does not get divorced from its
original intent which is what has made it so successful over the past two years.

The FAST program was established as a means of providing for the CINCs' direct access to the
technology base that rests primarily in the AMC laboratories and centers and a means of getting th..
CINCs' concerns addressed. At the same iiuie, by havin-g a prsentatdve fro thie
RDA community in residence on a CINC's staff, a good conduit is provided for keeping the
technology organizations informed on the concerns and problems being encountered in the field.
This program is judged by both the field and the laboratories as a resounding success. It strongly
testifies to the importance of near real-time communications at both ends of the process. This and
other innovative ideas for enhancing communications and problem solving will be needed to make
the Army RDA/DLA process more responsive to meet the needs of the Soldier Systca.
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CREW OTHER NON- CLTRENT

ITEMS CyrS SC RESE

R&D/OMAk

improved SWD Goggles X X PM-CIE

Eye Arm or X X X X PM-CIE

Spec PI't Eyewear(Cyl) X X PM-CIE

lame Eye Protection X X PM-CIE

AUIB P31 Outergarm.ent X PM-CIE

Airciw BDU X PM-CIE

Aircrew Cold Wea Cloth Sys X PM-CIE

Combat Boot Heel X X PM-CIE

Fur Ruff X X PM-CmE

EC`WCS Repair Kit X X PM-CIE

Mattox X X PM-CIE

MWb Suit Material X X PM-CIE

Lightweight Flashlight X X PM-CIE

LtwtExtra Weather Shelter X X PM-CIE

DesertBattledress Uniftirm X X PM-CmE

Hot Weather BDU X X PM-CmE

Improved Pasgt Helmet X X PM-C[E

Stepo I X X PM-CmE

Soldier Ground Insulator X X PM-CIE

Multiple'rra body ArmorX
Ground/AirMCC X X X X PM-CmE

Sarvip X PM-cmE

Mask Drinking Sys JntL X X PM-CIE

Mask Ddrinking Sys X X PM-CmE

CounterTmin Body Armor X X PM-CmE

Green Vinyl Overshoe X X PM-CIE

Overwhites X XPM-CmE
Physica Fitness Uniform X PM-CmE

Militry Motorcycle Helmet X X PM-CM

Acceleniled EDO X X PM-CIE

Vm De V..# Dobt ot Y X X T-M-CIE

Project Officer'Handbok P-

Stepo x x PM-CmE

AUIB P31 Packaging X PM-CIE

AUIB P3I CB Undergarment X PM-CmE

Special Purpose Tap Hood X X PM-CIE

Foreign Ltwt Suit Eval X X PM-CUE

Ltwt CB Prot Garment X X X PM-CIE

Laser/Ball Tbric Eye (P31) X X PM-CIE

Combat Footwear Deser X X PM-CUE

Combat Sol Sleeping Bag X PM-CIE

Inter Cold Wea Boot X PM-CIE

Avia. Aux Lighting Device X PM-CIE

Interim Inter CW Glove X PM-CIE

Artillery Caps X PM-CUE

GhiiLie Suit Accessory Kit X PMCIE

Pasgt Suspension X X PM-CIE
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CREW OTHER NON- CURRENT

R&D/OMk

Cold Regious Camnouftae X X P-L

ECWS Repair Yjt x X PM-C.TE

Duffel Big x PM-CIE

Miltay Bade x PM-CIE

NWA Wea Pazkgarouism X X Phi-CIE

Vkame's Shirt x PM-CTE

M4 Carbine X AMCCOM

Ml6A2 Optics(M16A3) X AMCCOM

M249 optics (M24A1) X AMCCOM

M249 Assault Pack X A'MCCOM

MI6A2Grenade X AMCCOM

PERSONAL WEAPONS:

M16AI/A2 x X X X AMCCOM

M249, SAW/M60 X X x X AMCCOM

b=?~ Grenad Launcher X X X X AMCCOM

Carbine: X x X AMCCOM

Basic Load MI6A2 X X X X A14CCOM

Cleaning Kit, WeaP, 536 X x x AXICO

Bayonet x X X X AMCCQM

Pistol 9MM X X X X PEO-ARM

Grenade Hand Fragmenwaion X X X X AMCCOM

Shotguns X AMCCOM

C31:

Antenna,. AT-984' X PEOD-COM

PRC-77 w/Ac=s Pack X PFO-COM

OPS X PEO-COM

NBC:

Mask. Prot M17/17A2140 X AFP

DeconKit X APP

MIEDICAL:

First Aid Pouch X X x X OTSG

Ear Plugs X x X X OTSG

RATIONS:

Cajneen w/Cup & Cover X X X X PO-AFFS

Canteen 2Qt X X X X PO-AFFS

MR X X XX PO-AFFS
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CREW OTFIER NON- CURRENT

iTMSAYNL CYC SQIfLD. IACM.

LLR x XXX PO-AFFS

Ration Cold Wesihe X X x X PC-AFFS

Fork, Field Mess X X X X PO-AFFS

Knife, Field Mess X x X X PO-AFFS

SPpoon. Field Mess xXXX PO-AFFS
pan, rield MimsKit X X X XPOFS

OTHER CIE:

E-lbol X x X X PM-CIE

Flashlight X X X X NONE

Battery 5c9O (Lithium) X X X X EDTL

Battery 5598 X x X X EDTL

Alice Frwn X X X X PM-CIE

Bag, Walrlmwf X X X X PM-CIE

I;Aiet Articles X X X X PM-CIE

Alice Pack X X X X PM-CLE

Field Pack Lg Internal F X X X X PM-CmE

ArminoPeuch X X X X PM-CmE

Bg, Barracks x X X X PM-CIE

Bag. Waierptoof. Clothing X X X x PM-CmE

Goggles, Dust and Sun x X . PMV-CmE
Goggles, laser Safety X X X XPMC

Mask Carrier X X X X PM-CmE

Mat. Sleeping X X X PM-CIE
Shelter, Half X X X X PM-CmE
Sleeping Bag x X X XPM E

Brown bath Towel X X X X PM-CfIE

Alice Pack DesaAtCover X x X X PM-CIFE

Holster/Sl-oulder w/Lanyard X PM-Cm

Holster, Hip X PM-CmE

BDU, Lightweight X X X X PM-CmE

BDU, Desert X X X X PM-CmE

BDUJ, Tmpera= X X X X PM-CIE

Helmet, KevWa x X X X PM-CmE

Sock Cushion, Sole X X X x PM-CmE

Lt Duty Gloves w/lnserts X X X X PM-CfIE

Underwear Kit(Shirt/Draw) X X X X PM-CIE

Underwear Kit Brownl X X X X PM-CmE

Socks X X X X PM-CIE

Liner, Poncho X X X X PM-CmE

Poncho X X X X PM-CfIE

Parka.,Wet Weather X X X x PM-CmE

Field Jacket Liner X X X X PM-CmE

Field Jacket X X X X PM-CIE
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CREW OTHER NON- CURRENT

UTFS A~aR TAC- RESM

FaediwtrDeset X X X x PM-CIE

Belt Black Web W/Buckle X X X x PMN-CIE

Boots, HilWClb XMh X X xX PM-CIE

Boot,Inter ColdlWeaher X x X X PM-CIE

Boots, Vapor X X X X PM-CfIE

Boots,Chcmical X X X X PM-CmE

Chemical O~argarment X X X X PM-CM

Cover, Helmet X x X X PM-CmE

Hood,ExtremeCCold Wc X X X X PM-CIE

Desert Bons X X X X PM-CmE

Pistol Belt X X X x Phi-CIE

Liner, Cold Wea Corl x X X X PM-CIE

Li=,Cold Via Tmu=C X X X X PM-CIE

E-xtrem Cold Wea Cloth. X x X X PM-CmE

Linz, Helmet, Gfld Troop) X X X X PM-CIE

Trigger Finger hittefls X X X X PM-CmE

Trigger Finger Shell X X X X PM-CIE

Trigger Finger Insemt X X X X PM-CIE

Ntn Inserts, Cold We X X X X PM-CfiE

Mfitten Shells, Cold Wea X X x X PM-CIE

O~rxo~ Beo X XXX PM-CmE

Helmet Liner Insulator X X x X PM-LUb

Scarf, Wool X X X X PM-CmE

Socks Wool X X X x PM-CIE

Suspenders, nd F4uip X x X X PM-C[E

Suspanders, Trousers X X X X PM-CIE

Sweater Cold WeSale X X X X PM-CmE

Troues Wet W&-4 X x X X PM-CIE

Ur~w~r/wevioVCtflBunTs X X X X PM-CmE

UmlerwwIWOOVCtn l bps X X X X PM-CmE

BDU, Cap X X X X PM-CmE

PaSgIEVest X x X X PM-CmE

Pasgt Vest, Desert Cover X X x x IA4

Boot, Cbt.ILeather X x X x PM-CIE

Ind TAC Load Bearing Vest X X X x PM-CIE

Belt, Pistol W/sazsperaders X X X x PM-CmE

Ext Cold Wea Steep Sys X X X x PM-CIE

Sleep Shirt x X X PM-CmE

CVC:
Coveralls, NOMEX x PM-CIE

Coveralls. Sumnmer- X PM-Cffi

Coveralis, Winter X PM-CmE

Gloves, CV'C Summer X PM-CIE

Gloves, CVC, Cold V/ea x PM-CfIE

C-loves, Inseits, C:)ld Wea X PM-CmE

Body An-noriCIVC/Frag Proi X PM-CIE

Mask/Facc/CV/FlamnaDust/Wifld/Fr X PM-CmE

Flight Bag, Helmet X PM-CmE
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CREW OTHER NON- CURRENT

njaMs AYNL £X SLD TAC IASPB

Helmet, CVC X PM-CIE

Ve~t, Mi.xo-Climate Cooling X PM-CIE

Mask CB Prot M24/42 X AFP

AIRCREW:

Undershirt, Cold Wca X PM-CIE

Drawers, Cold Wea X PM-CIE

Liner, Coverall AC X PM-CIE

Coverall, AC X PM-CIE

Overall, Bib X PM-CIE

Jacket, AC Cold Wea X PM-CIE

Balaclava& AC X PM-CM

AC Battledress Uniform X PM-CIE

Coveralls, Flyers, Summer X PM-CIE

Jacket, Flyers Ltwt X PM-CmE

Gloves, Flyers, Summer X PM-CM

CB Prot Mask M25/43 X AFP

Helmet SPH-4/AH-64 X PM-APACHE

Helmet HGU-56/F X PM-ALSE

Boots, Flyer, Cold Wes X PM-CIE

Hood, Jacket, AC Cold Wwa X PM-CIE

AUIB X PM-Cm

Boots, Chem Prot X PM-CIE

Gloves, Chem Prot X PM-CIE

Vest, Survival X PM-CIE

Body Armor AC, Front X PM-CIE

Body Armor AC, Back X PM-CmE

Harness. Parachute, Fitted X TROSCOM

Harness, Parachute, Chest X TROSCOM

Harness, Parachute, Gut.ners X TROSCOM

Parachute Back Type X TROSCOM

Glasses, Aviutor X PM-CIE

Life Preserver, Underarm X AF

Life Raft, AC X PM-ALSE

Vest, Micro-Climate Cooling X PM-CIE

Oxygen Mask X AF

Night Vision Goggles X PM-NVD

Laser Visor SPH4 X PM-CM

Boots, Flyer, Leather X PM-CIE

Helmet Bag, Flyers X PM-CIE

Kit Bag, Flyers X PM-ALSE

Survival Kit, Hot Cold or Overwear X PM-ALSE

DRESS/SPECIAL PURPOSE:

Service Green Uniform Coat X PM-CIE

Service Grenw Uniform Trousers X PM-CM
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CRIEW OTHER NON- CURRENT

rrFMSDna Y~t. CYC Z2R TAC BEpsEN

Vbbran's Green Slacks X PM-GEE

WnMI'ns Green Skirt X PM-aE

Army Green Shirt X PM-CEE

Opt Sht Sleeve Shirt Gr Shirt N PMV-CIE

tmen'sq Green Shirt X PM-GEE

Wxuera's Oxford Shirt N PM-CIE

Gabardine Svs Uniform N PM-GIE

All-Weather Ccet N PM-CIE

Whtscaker 
N PM-CIE

Garrison Caps X PM-CIE

-Brass Bell Buckle N PM-CEE

Black Leather Press Gloves N PM-GlE

Black Sacks 
X PM-CIE

Black Sh~oes 
X PM-CiE

Pumps 
X PM-CEE

Huldbg 
X PM-CIE

T~fi~,IVC PM-CE

Nekte PM-GE

Dress/Mess Uniforms X PM-CIE

EOD Suit 
N PM-GIE
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ASB Assessment of Future Soldier System Emerging Technologies

Numerous potential opportunities for soldier performance enhancement are presented by existing
and foreseeable technology. Not all of these are equally likely to be successful nor do they have
equal potential value. Therefore, in the face of limited resources it is necessary to carefully assess
the likely value and lhkely availability of the various possibilities and consider possible alternatives
in order to maximize the use of available resources. At the Soldier as a System Technology Area
Assessment held at LABCOM, 26-27 March 1991, the following were identified as key
technologies for fNtwe systems:

"* biotechnology - mndeling and simulation * robotics
"* artificial intelligence * neuro (behavioral) science - smart adaptive materiels
* exoskeletal structures - light-weight portable power * ultra-small electronics

The ASB panel did not can-y out a detailed quantitative technology assessment on all of these
ýechnologies. Further, the Soldier System requirements against which to carry out an assessment
have yet to be spelled out in detail, and, therefore, the panel's subjective judgment was used to
assess utility. Nevertheless, the ASB surmmer study panel did discuss these nine key technology
areas over a six month period in enough detail to form many conclusions, and our comments serve
to highlight both possibilities and potential limitations. The collective judgments of the panel are
summarized on the following chart and are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
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Biotechnology.

In identifying Biotechnology as key for soldier systems, the Army astutely re-cognized the potential
for major improvements in sustainment, performance and protection from these technologies.
Biotechnology historically refers to the production of ger,,e products - proteirns - in cells not
naturally endowed with the gene. Biotechnology has generically become to mean any application
of this or related technologies. Potential applications of soldier system interest include: sensors
and other identification technology, medical applications, chemical protection, and novel materials.

Biotechnology offers dramatic advances in sensor and identification technology. The need for
development of specific sensor fore chemical or biological threats "high tech canaries" is obvious
when the performance degradation of wearing MOPP 4 suits unnecessarily is considered. By
identification of specific enzymes or monoclonal antibodies, the rapid identification of very low
level threats can be achieved. Biological threats could only be detected by biosensors. Each threat
would require a specific test, but the weakness of this technology is the inability to identify a novel
agent. Thus, accurate threat assessments are essential. Small molecule threats such as a phosgene
would not be detected by biosensors. A broad based program would also require development of
chemical sensors such as mass spectometry or wet matrix chemistry to detect some chemical
threats. Initial versions of NBC detection equipment may be too bulky for individual soldier use.
Other identification solutions offered by biotechnology include the polymer chain reaction to
magnify trace amounts of DNA. This technique may be useful in graves registration units, or
military police applications. In the identification and sensor areas, the Army Chemical Research
Development and Engineering Center is utilizing biotechnology, and the short and long term
promise is high. Considering the wide range of possible threats, a broad biotechnology based
identification capability will probably not be achieved in the short term, but limited warning
systems y beCoL m .aailable.

The medical applications of biotechnology are proven including applications in diagnostic testing,
vaccines, wound healing, and combat casualy care. Biotechnologies most wide-spread application
in the civilian field has been in medical diagnostics, not pharmaceuticals. The most obvious
example is the introduction of the H1V (AIDS) test; in both civilian and military areas the HJV
blood test has allowed elucidation of the natural history of -lV disease, determined the size of the
potential threat, and allowed targeting of preventative education programs. The Army's program
is considered the world's finest. To a lessor degree other diagnostic tests based on biotechnology
are improving medical care by providing physicians accurate, cost effective intormation. The
Army has in the past leveraged well the civilian diagnostic technology for military applications. No

,m ,rch nrmiect in this area is ongoing - this approach is sensible as the technology is
well enough developed to require mostly application testing rather than basic research. Any
specific need could be quickly met and implemented.

Vaccines are the most cost effective means of minimizing the impact of medically related casualties.
Review of past wars' casualty statistics reveals that infectious diseases are often the leading cause
of casualties and lost duty time. Since the Army may have to fight in w as with infectious diseases
uncovnon in CONUS, vaccine development has been a long term Army priority. Classic vaccine
technology - attenuated live virus or killed virus preparation - have inherent limitations: the former
by viruses that may be too virulent to be attenuated (e.g., I-V-AIDS virus), the latter by killing
methods that destroy or alter the three dimensional structure required for effective immune
protection. Biotechnology, by using only one part of a virus or other infectious agent, can exactly
duplicate the natural structure without any risk of infection. The current Army efforts in the
vaccine area emphasize (except for the special case of AIDS) infectious diseases not of commercial
interest in the United States and are well directed. The Army AIDS vaccine program is a world
leader and is cooperating with many universities and pharmaceutical companies. The Army has a



unique HIV infected population - the only population in which the time they became infected is
known, because of the random H1V screening program. The Army has pioneered the concept of a
vaccine as a potential tmatment modality. Likewise, the Army overseas laboratories have been
instrumental in determining the number of strains of the AIDS -Arus that will determine the mix of
required vaccines. The ASB is impressed by the vaccine program and believes it is currently
appropriately funded. However, the long lead times required to test and obtain FDA approval for
vaccines will delay widespread availability of new vaccines until at least the year 2000.

Slow wound healing has been a long term problem for centuries. Large open wounds often
become infected, complicating care and delaying recovery. Healing rates are in general age
dependent; for instance, fetuses and new bones often heal at amazing rates. Biotechnology has
allowed the growth factors to be identified, their genes cloned and subsequently inserted into cells
that lead to large scale production. Currently in preclinical and clinical testing in the civiliar field
are growth factors that dramatically heal open wounds remarkably by decreasing healing times, and
improve outcomes of bone fractures. In addition, bone growth factors may eliminate the need for
bone grafting in many restorative procedures. Since the ba.;ic technology is developed, the Army
should focus testing growth agents in injuries that occur in the military arena - the civilim_
programs are focused primarily in improved wound care. in elderly patients. The Army-stated goel
of 2C% improvement fi return-to-duty rates in this area may likely 1,e far exceeded. Since the
therapeutic effects will be obvious in short timeframes, these agents may be available by 1997.

miotechnology offers unique potential for improvement in combat casualty care. The applications
of many diverse technologies in combat ca•ualty c&-. is discussed at the end of this appendix.
Blood substitutes are now in extensive preclinical testing. In addition the development of
recombinant derived clotting factors will reduce the need for fresh whole blood which remains to
date the best blood therapy for severely injumed traumatic casualties. The Army has astutely
identified the emerging field of vital organ protection following trauma. Tnhe nimuan xusiGiuse to
massive injury is often inappirpriate causing greater and potentially fatal injuiies to vital organs
such as the lung, liver, and brdin. Specific blockers of white blood cell migration have been
shown to be dramatic in protecting vtal organ after hemorrhagic shock (blood loss) in primate
models. Likewise agents that protect against the systemic effects of wound infections have also
been shown to be effective in animal models. Another area chat alo interfaces with growth factors
and novel biomaterieis is burn care - improvements in this area will require application of all facets
of biotechnology. The current Army piogram is appropriate for the stage of development these
drugs are in. However, as recognized by MG Travis, CIG, US Army Medical Research and
Development Command, as human trials appropriate for military applications are started. increased
funding for development in this area may be needed. The panel agrees with his approach; our
expectation is that increased availabiiiity uf phbariccuticalS fr- .,.e..g -i ,loccur ow-v h _.er ti.__ nea

during the next five years.

Biotechnology offers at leas: two approaches to chemical protection, pharmaceutical and
enzymatic. Since most nerve agents react to one specific neuroreceptor, the creation of a false
receptor that could safely flood a soldier's blood stream may provide an effective safe prophylactic
therapy. Humanized nonoclonal antibodies offer this approach; the efforts in this area are
enccuraged by the panel. Although civilian application of this technology is not immediately
obvious, an agent as described above could potentially treat myasthenia gravis and pesticide
poisoning. Biotechnology can produce enzymes - proteins that chemically convert one substance
to another. Therefore, if enzymes are identified from any source - plants, bacteria, or animals -
that degrade a chemical agent, the enzyme could be made in large quantities then potentially
incorporated into a fiber matrix. The panel believes that this product, dubbed "reactive fibers" are a
potential fabric in future NBC gear and support this technolog, initiative. The choice of which
enzyme to use will depend on accurate threat analysis. The timeframe for development may be
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long, and this technology may not be mature enough for use in the next generation of protective
gear. Civilian development is unlikely - applications would be limited to hazardous material
handling.

Biotechnology offers many innovative approaches to material technology. The current program in
spider silk will most likely meet the goal of providing increased fiber break strength. Applications
include ballistic protection or lighter weight equipment. The subsequent application of this
discovery is problematic. The current cost of goods for biotechnology products is very high;
therefore, the use of spider silk technology with current biotechnology production capabilities is
not economically feasible. This should not discourage further research in this area. For instance,
if the tertiary structure of spider silk is elucidated, manmade fibers may be able to mimic their
strength. This is not a farfetched concept. Recently the Army started evaluating new ceramic
ballistic protection based on the structure of crystal in abalone shells. The abalone's extremely
impact resistant shell has the same che-mical, calcium carbonate, as common chalk, but a unique
structure. Another approach is to insert spider silk genes in plants. Recently, a potential large
scale production of human blood product was demonstrated in a tobacco plant. Biomateriels have
great long term promise; however, it is unlikely they will be used in the near term. Likewise, the
Army initiative to develop biopolymers for packaging materiels is well directed as research will
likely meet the goal of longer shelf-life of rations, The production problems of making polymers
of complex sugars are more straightforward than mass production of complex proteins.

In conclusion, the biotechnology area represents a multi-faceted key future in Army technology that
deserves continued tech base support. Only some payoffs will be short term, but the long term
potential of all areas is high to ultimately improve individual soldier performance, protection, and
sustainment.

Artificial Intelligence.

The panel recognizes that Artificial Intelligence (Al) offers great potential with respect to decision
making on the battlefield; at the unit level and higher, and in large weapons platforms, such as
tanks and helicopters. With respect to the soldier, however, the panel believes that utilizing this
technology at the individual soldier level may take longer to mature. As the technology matures it
may well become available at the individual soldier level and thus enhance his or her capabilities.
The panel is much more optimistic with regard to expert systems for the soidicr, in that near-term
availability is high and the value of the added capability to the soldier is high. Specifically, we
anticipate the utilization of expert systems to considerably enhance a soldier's capabiJities in areas
such as battlefield combat care, and rep, ir and maintenance of individual equipment. The
availability of soldier expert systems wiii also obviously i-m-ppact the. way the fut•ulr _sdier is
trained. Finally, we note that the application of expert system technology to the soldier, is closely
coupled and dependent upon other technologies supporting the development of the soldier's
computer. The panel did not find as many and as broad programs in AI and expert systems as their
potential merits.

Exoskeleton

Three classes of exoskeletal aids to soldier performance were discussed: orthopedic braces to
redistribute the stresses of parachute landings to reduce injury; passive load bearing forms to most
favorably distribute the load of equipment carried; and, finaily, active, powered complete or partial
exoskcletons for strength and speed enhancement.
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This panel believes braces to redistribute stresses due to parachute landings have considerable
merit. Their development represents an extension of concepts already widely.used in sports
equipment, such as modern ski boots which reduce ankle injuries and football leg and arm
supports.

However, we did not sense adequate attention was being placed in this area. Some braces
accomplish their purposes by redistributing the forces to heavier bones or wider areas so that local
stresses are redaced. Care must be taken in the design such that stresses at the point of force
application to the human body are actually reduced by spreading the forces over wide areas or to
larger bones of strong structures. We believe that externally applied (velcro wrapped) foot, ankle,
knee, and perhaps back and neck braces would reduce airdrop injuries to a large percentage.
Passive load bearing frames or back packs are similar braces in that they redistribute forces with
the intent of reducing local stresses. In both the near and far term the availability is high and the
technology is mature, but the opportunities for enhanced value or significant performance
enhancement are quite limited. The panel, however, strongly encourages consideration of
alternative methods for transport of soldier equipment.

A powered, active exoskeleton might, in theory, provide significantly enhanced strength, speed
and endurance. The question is whether, and if so how soon, the requisite technologies could be
developed and how broadly applicable special purpose exoskeletons would be throughout the
Army force structure. There are four central problems yet to be solved, including;, power, control,
cost, and other operational limitations.

At rest, a human generates a couple of hundred watts of power due to metabolism. In motion or
action, obviously, be must generate several kilowatts. To improve on human performance,
therefore, an exoskcieWa lx)WrO j sou•ce must be, ca.. -f ,.p€ . .. many kcil owatt. To nrovide
this in a man-made exoskeleton portable package is a significant challenge for which there is no
immediately apparent solution. The closest is a small gasoline powered engine-generator. Even if
such were immediately available, the acoustic and infrared signatures would be so great as to
require significant additional development. This may not be a problem for the crew and support
soldiers.

Even more serious is the problem of control. The signals used by a human in controlling his limbs
are more complex than commonly realized. One integrates kinesthetic senses, sense of muscle
contracting, sense of joint position, visual cues, balance cues and possibly others. Those working
with exoskeletons are far from that degree of sophistication in sensing and integration of the sensed
h-i-ma"op . A ... ,mhod ,4me.A ,l-; ic thar t the _materials available do not come close to the structural
and actuator capabilities of human bone and muscle. The cost of supplying exoskeletal assistance
to soldiers in the field may be prohibitive, especially until major advances are made in the sensors
and miniature actuators that are required.

Finally, flexibility and adaptability are central features of human soldiers en the battlefield. In
order to utilize an exoskeleton some unknown fractions of flexibility and adaptability must be
sacrificed, e.g., could one swim or wade, or climb a tree or a steep irregular slope in an
exoskeleton? In addition, there is the question of reliability and failure modes, i.e., gradual versus
catastrophic.

Due to these factors, while the potential value or performance enhancement may, in theory, be
high, the likelihood of a practical exoskeleton becoming available during either the near or long
term is judged to be low.
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Lightweight Portable Electrical Power

In order for the future soldier to take advantage of advances in other technology areas such as
microelectronics, computers, sensors (visible, infaed, acoustic), communications and so on, it is
essential that efficient, lightweight, easily portable sources of electric power be provided. Such
power might be provided by batteries, fuel cells, and engines.

With respect to meeting the near term and long term needs to power future soldiers' electronics, the
panel believes that evolving battery technology will be sufficiently available to meet these needs as
they evolve. This will lead to enhanced soldier capabilities, since it will permit the soldier to utilize
advances in the other technologies previously mentioned. We agree with the need to aggressively
seek ways to increase energy storage per unit cost and per unit weight by being alert to alternative
approaches being developed in the commercial sector.

Since the power requirements for micro-climate conditioning and for exoskeleton aids each are
estimated to be at least, three times greater than that required for soldier electronics, the use of
batteries alone for these tasks for extended periods is probably not feasible, necessitating the
development of alternative approaches to energy storage and energy generation technologies,
which in turn are dependent on multiple evolving technologies. For this reason the panel's
judgment is that the availability of individual portable power sources for micro-climate conditioning
is low in the near and far term. Of particular concern to the panel is the possibility of engine-type
sources of power considerably enhancing the soldier's infrared and acoustic signatures. This latter
consideration emphasizes the need for chemical protection systems able to "open" to the
atmosphere in non-chemical environments and to be non-power consuming in that situation.

In summary, the panel believes the suppiyhig of portablC, li-t-..ght, "!ow-signatuxie" sources of
power to be z critical technology issue for the future soldier in many, if not most cases. However,
for micro-climate cooling, some additional power will be required. The most promising alternative
to many of the panel was seen to be individual soldier carried batteries with recharging capability
from a common squad level silent motor generator.

Modeling and Simulation.

The subject of modeling and simulation has been extensively addressed by the other 1991 ASB
summer study entitled "Army Simulation Strategy." The results of that study cover many aspects
of modeling and simulation with emphasis on development, testing, and training. Of particular

u, 1J.. ~,� V~tao, 4c, Ah s n•-'• nini that the "Electronic Battlefield" will
revolutionize training, a most important element in enhancing the performance of a soldier as a
system, and the integration of several individual Soldier Systems into larger systems at the squad,
company, etc. level.

The Soldier as a System panel also believes that technologies such as computer-aided design
(CAD) can be profitably applied to tht development and tes.ing of the individual Soldier System in
order to assure both performance and compatibility (in advance) of all the subsystems making up
the Soldier as a System.

In summary, we urge the Army to not only make use of advances in modeling and simulation in
connection with the "electronic battlefield" but to also make use of this technology in designing and
integrating the Soldier System of the future.
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Neuroscience (Behavior) Technology.

Neuroscience is another identified key technology for the soldier system. However, unlike
biotechnology, the current effort is focused in only a few areas: psychiatric support; medical
countermeasures to performance degrading effects of battlefield threats; amelioration of
neurological side effects of drugs; neural receptors; performance enhancing rations, and improved
understanding of human cognitive factors that determine target recognition. An area not being
aggressively investigated is pharmacologic performance enhancement. In the following review, the
panel notes their agreement with the current tech base investigative strategy and investment.

The panel agrees that the approaches for the prevention and care of combat psychiatic casualties
needs improvement. Furthermore, the optimum therapeutic approach to battlefield stress needs to
be determined. Cold, altitude, jet lag and slc-p loss are becoming more common with rapid
deployment and night fighting capabilities. Field counter measures that both prevent environmental
casualties and ameliorate mental and physiological performance degrading effects of climate stress
would be ideal. The current plan to develop a prototype laboratory system that can test both
nonmedical and medical therapies is a good first step. The time frame for improvements depend on
the intervention. Behavior approaches would be easier to implement compared to pharmaceutical
approaches. Central nervous system side effects currently limit the use and effectiveness of many
pharmaceutical agents. The performance degradation of side effects of current and future chemical
warfare pretreatment need to be fully evaluated. The use of Halcion to treat jet lag is common
among civilians; however, the occurrence of transient amnesia makes this and similar agents
dangerous in the tactical situation. The cturent research program is appropriate in this area, but
payoffs will be in the medium to long term.

An overlap area of neurosciences and biotechnology is the elucidation of the neuroreceptors that are
targeted by nerve ager,.s. As described in detail in the biotechnology section, this work may lead
to the development of false receptors that bind and prevent nerve agent action. Likewise, the
receptor could also be used as a biosensor. The panel supports this research initiative and believes
that benefits may be available in both short and long term.

Performance enhancement has a long checkered history. A century ago cocaine was introduced;
fifty years ago, amphetamines; both of these drugs represent major societal problems. Although
the ASB detected enthusiasm for a pharmaceutical enhancer among tactical forces, we agree that
this should not be a research priority. The informed consent issue alone would make testing and
field use problematic. The potential consequewces of vr ,,--•"Uuc.Ug anct.er pentialy bus'•"
substance far outweigh any benefits. The panel agrees that the current approach of tailoring the
nutrient contents of rations to enhance performance is a safer approach. However, the stated goals
of twenty-five percent enhancement of performance should be restated to focus on prevention of
performance degradation. Anecdotal, not confirmed information from Operations Desert
Shield/Storm presented to the Science Board suggested that the current MRE rations were not
consumed in adequate quantities to prevent excessive daily weight loss. The desirable short term
goal of field ration program may be just to preserve predeployment performance levels of soldiers
in the field, especially under stresses of sustained operations at environmental extremes.

The final area of neurosciences is the further understanding of the human cognitive progress in
order to design better equipment particularly in target recognition. This not only improves lethality,
but provides protection by decreasing friendly fire casualties. The panel supports this initiative that
may provide short and long term payoffs.
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Robotics

Robotics is a technology that is, in turn, very dependent on other technologies, such as sensing,
computing and control, actuators, materials, and power generation/supplies. Much work in
robotics technology is found in the commercial sector, academia, and government labs. Single
task, pick and place technology has been well developed for manufacturing and other applications
and is readily available; however, it is not clear to the panel how such a capability would
significantly enhance the individual soldier's capability.

On the other hand, variable complex task robotics is an emerging technology and is dependent on
progress in a number of other areas such as imaging sensor interpolation and object recognition
and reduction of ,he associated computational burden. Although the availability of th: technology
is relatively low in the near term, the panel believes that improvements in variable, complex task
robotics can enhance the capabilities of the soldier in the long term. Such improvements might
occur to enhance local carrying ability, mobility, and endurance. Also the evolution of robotics
technology in the future soldier's electronic-based target detection, acquisition, and fire control
systems may considelably enhance the soldier's lethality.

Technical barriers inhibiting the application of robotics technology to enhance soldier system
capabilities include but are not limited to actuators and power supplies in terms of performance per
unit weight.

Finally, the panel wishes to acknowledge the potential usefulness of robotics technology in areas
external t the sldier sys.,nm- Examnples include reconnaissance, surveillance, target acquisition,
mechanical mules, and so on.

Advanced Materials.

In examining the key technology of advanced materials, the panel wishes to acknowledge the
existence of excellent work going on within and outside the Army in areas dealing with
composites, ceramics, polymers, electronic and opto-electronic materials, to cite but a few
examples. Furthermore, work underway in these fundamental areas, in turn, underpins many
important key technologies and Soldier System capabilities. For example, advanced materials have
already impacted, and are expected to continue to contribute substantially to improving the soldier's
body armor w.hile reducing weight. In general, materials that provide both increased strength and
reduced weight are prime candidates to favorably impact the Soldier Systv-e,. Advnced iat-ials
also have a role to play in reducing a soldier's observability on the battlefield.

In examining the subject of advanced materials, the panel commends the Army for their work in
enhancing soldier survivability through improved protective vests and helmets. Furthermore, it
encourages the use of recent advances in materials technology to increase the protection, increase
the strength, reduce the weight, reduce the observability of those objects worn or carried by the
individual soldier. The panel believes that by taking advanttage of current and near term advances
in materials technology, the capabilities of the soldier can be considerably enhanced.

The panel also believes that reduction of the individual soldier's observability on the battlefield is
an important goal. With regard to passive techniques, the panel believes that modest gains are
possible. However, with respect to adaptive control of absorption and reflection properties, and
biomaterials for chamelon-like camouflage, the panel's judgment is that the availability and the
value added to the soldier's capability is relatively low in the near term.
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Although not referred to in the chart, the panel does wish to encou'age continued aggressive
research and development in high energy density sources of electric power for the soldier system,
protective materials against laser weapons, and carbon filter replacements using reactive polymers.

Ultra-Small Electronics and Opto-Electronics

There is no doubt that current as well as future technology advancements in microelectronics and
opto-electronics can significantly enhance the individual soldier's capabilities. Such enhancement
will come about because of improvements in command, control, communications, image (both
visual and infrared) and acoustic enhancement, target recognition, navigation, heads-up display,
sensors (electromagnetic including laser, acoustic, and ionizing radiation), combat identification
friend or foe, and so on. However, there are several challenges to be met including, for example,
systems integration, reduction of electric power consumption where possible, improvements in
display technology, and uncooled thermal systems sensors. Nevertheless, extensive
microelectronics and opto-electronics capability currently exists and is evolving rapidly. Thus, the
panel believes that in both the short term and long term the availability and value added to soldier
capability is high.

We also favor development of the soldier computer since it could serve an important role in
processing information from various sensors (senor fusion) and from other sources (intelligence
data fusion). Furthermore, it could provide expert system capabilities to the individual soldier as
well as digital signal processing capabilities for image and acoustic enhancement, speech
recognition, etc. The utilization of commercial digital signal processing chips should also be
considered in addressing these latter needs. The panel believes that the availability and the value
added to the soldier's capability is high in both the near and long term. However, the panel
recougizes that due to rapidly evolving technology, dte soldicr's computer in the ]ong term will be
considerably improved over that in the short term. Furthermore, it shouId be recognized that the
soldier's computer will only be as successful as the associated software; thus, this latter area must
receive very careful consideration.

Combat Casualty Care

The panel review of the soldier as a system found combat casualty care capabilities to be
recurrently discussed by both user and provider groups. Until a wounded or injured soldier is
evacuated from the tactical area, the soldier system and Army Medical Command have interrelated
responsibilities. This element of the appendix will discuss the findings and the potential directions
for improvement.

The findings come from threat and response scenarios, SOF concerns, and tech base initiatives.
As commented elsewhere in this report, the limited threat analysis and unknown probability of
NBC warfare in the future makes prioridzation of prophylaxis and therapeutic NBC measures
speculative. However, ballistic, blunt, and thermal trauma is a virtual certainty in any future
tactical situation. The current tiered system of progressively increasing levels of medical care that
has worked so well in recent conflicts may be inadequate in the future. For instance, both SOF
and AirLand Battle-Future war scenarios call for non-linear or scattered engagements. A medical
system based on air evacuation is highly dependent on air superiority and would be stretched by
the large distances envisioned in a rapidly advancing or dispersed battle plan. SOF rely on stealth
and justifiably believe that helicopter evacuation of an injured comrade may compromise a whole
units mission. Thus, a major need exists for initial combat casualty care that would allow for
longer evacuation times with equal or improved outcomes. Definitive initial care can not be
providfd to the injured on the battlefield as the continuing care aad recovery period required aftermost injuries make this concept impractical. Another finding by the ASB is the emerging
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technology base in the acute trauma field. The Army has pioneered resezrch into blood substitutes.
Although this function is being phased out with the closing of LAIR, multiple biotechnology
companies have entered the field in the past four years. Past Army support to create this field has
created an intensely competitive, high investment situation in the commercial area. Other Army
inventions include hypl.r tonic, light weight volume expanders for hemorrhagic (blood loss) shock.
In additioa, the Army is leveraging commercial research in novel biotechnology areas. Field
administered drugs may prevent common complications such as vital organ damage or infection
that is commonly seui following a'auma (see Biotechnology). Other tech base initiatives have
obvious applications in combat casualty care. Expert reference systems hardware is a component
in SIPE. An expert system that directs care would greatly increase the medical care capability in
the tactical area.

Maximizing improvements in combat casualty care will require involvement of many Army
commands. As the AirLand Battle-Future doctrine is revised, thought needs to be directed to
whether the current medical system is the most optimal organization considering the logistics effort
required to evacuate casualties over greater distances. The development of expert systems will
require the medical command to evaluate their usefulness to medics, combat buddies, and
potentially to non-medically trained soldiers. If the latter proves out, TRADOC and SOF will need
to interface in training and doctrine. Novel pharmaceuticals, when developed, will need to be field
tested for applicability and effectiveness. bI conclusion, the panel supports the intent and direction
of the technology base in the current initiative to improve combat casualty care.

SUMMARY

In develo-Ping a technology base for the soldier system, it is essential that systems integration
receive careful consideration. Also the panel wishes to surrss hat in consi,,, ri, the. .eLh ba. e
supporting the Soldier as a System, one must be aware of the interdependence of many of the
technologies. Finally, the panel recommends the following:

"• Establish requirements for the soldier system technology base.

"* Carry out formal technology area assessments in light of soldier system requirements.

"* Include external peer review as part of the technology area assessment.

"" Require consideration of alternative concepts early in the research and development
cycle.

* Review and refine investment strategy in view of technoiogy base assessment.
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Assessment of Elements of the Technology Program Supporting Soldier as a
System

As previously stated, the panel reviewed over the course of six months many programs being
undertaken as a part of the overall Soldier System echnmlogy effort. Many of these programs
appeared excellently conceived, and the method of cooperation between the govenrnmelt agencies
and the military industrial base of US companies appeared to emphasize the capabilities of both
sectors.

In particular, the programs of the Electronic Thchnolcgy and Devices Laboratory appeared to have
an exemplary process for stimulating interest withitr the industrial community. A fair and equitable
method has been worked out concerning data rights, such as to both provide the government what
it needs and to act as a stimulus to private investment in the technologies of importance to the
government.

Recognizing that there were a very Xarge number of programs discussed during the ASB study,
comment on all of the programs is not possible in the restricted space available in this annex. We
have, therefore, chosen to comment primarily on aspects of programs where some thought should
be given to program reassessment.

During the course of this study the members of this Army Science Board panel have had several
extensivc discussions of the technology now being undertaken in support of the Soldier as a
System. This section of the ASB report provides to the Army and to the :echnical management of
these prog-ares impressions gained by the ASB panel from these discussions.

These impressions are presented for two reasons. The firsn is to provide a context for the proposed
n.anagement and process modifications contained throughout the report. The second reason is to
provide to the Tech Base Executive Steering Committee (TBESC) a set of outside perceptions of
the programs which they selected and which the TBESC is now monitoring so that they may
consider changes to those programs.

We recognize that these impressions may be different than those obtained from other groups. We
present them in the hope that they may be helpful in the formulating of a strong ongoing Soldier as
a System technology program, believing that one of the ways to obtain a strong program is to
solicit from a broad range of sources impressions from which informed judgment and direction can
be formed

Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble

We see the Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE) program to be a pioneering program for
the exploring of the operational utility of an integrated assemably of soldier technology. We support
bxoth the concept of SIPE and also the detailed program now under vay.

The program provides N: candidate architecture for assembly of various technology programs
previously investigated individually. It further provides a mechanism for operational testing of the
assembly of augmenttd soldier capabilities. While not necessarily endorsing the exact details of
some of its systems, we endomse the concept and expect the program to provide impo:ant and
otherwise not available. insights into the ability of soldier technology to significantly augment the
future soldier in combat operations.

The reach of the SIPE program is not sufficiently far advanced as to make certain the exact results
which can be. expected from the tests now scheduled for 1992. In that sense, we believe SIPE to
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bc; a •pci, Iuahwc: btw, r .hiiical pimron if Lnd uncertainty of execution.
Ut cthe• h.clfS, c'f lks Vill"': w, ..,s;.;,; ; that SIPE, assuming that it continues to mature
propiery, be 'exvmded to beor-•, rcguhtfy :a•:heduleL opportunity for the soldier technology base
to evkutiii, th•,e poteriaia] fc: 'Lr D'itiCd 9,•,: liff JiXfomnance when supportel by an integrated
~siss ntilyr' of new sa:,hrnoloj!).::Ml devic-c:.

Enlhancell Soldi~er Syil¢,m(lEuo.; I.,eh. (-W)

The A::,F, wuriel finds iLself less enthu,;ias&ic: than the Army that the devices now proposed for
f~i•.I,, erhanci.,g soldie~r cp;p',,.biie. can he. acc omplished within the foreseeable future in a manner
pirniil;:' ftor %,crawional war; 1,0 within xe.'abme os.

Without sij.,,6 Cs1JXg trat i:,-urixrt tactivhkei; bt eliniiaaetd, we suggest diat the emphasis given them
shaori.d 1w, re.-cluato.l cad ith::at oile.r opudorJflr y specialized options for ,Jie use of these
techriolof.Jn'; 1 adled to rti!s ci i•lenguhg Soki"cr Sysiecxn application ,rernote mine clearance,
Ilod.ing of shells, aind he~avy r1in iztenance, etc.).

Jci!unil. Fa••.1,y or Ope,' a.fiorifd Rat1ionts

," have bxen coi.tinuaijy irnp•pssad 1'.y the q, ality of rmvent Army technology accomplishments in
Viie aimr of &eilelapraent of opi.ation.)l rations. Tiose acxromplishrm.nts have significantly
coitribiuted tt, a btct.Y qu, ahity cf lif. for .he depioyorl soldier. We wish to cormpliment both that
Nkork. and the peoplr. who hb:ie accompi.ished it.

,VV do, howe.ver, suggi..st 'at cur i;rit linfitations in soldier quaity of life wiih respemt io rad ons
may lie ntmve ha the a•ra of logistic,.- and force, structume support to the piuvisioning of rations.
V0hile we &o not queption c~oninuadion of a qtualiry progrein for raition improvement, we do feel
that the evirphfasis giver. t soime pedrpheral iisues nmiy not be either operationally desirable or cost
effective.

"lThe thrust of ouor suggcstion is that mTa•EC i;•y wish io en sine itself that the dimensions of the
pp:.gram now undcscway an:. ,appropriate ii dte 1,ight of other technology options not now able to be
fundedl

llighspeed Mass Assault Air ],rup Syvdteui

Ibis AST-.I panel xonsiders this a-ea to, Ix of considerable importance, probably warranting greater
crnphasis thim it is now aichitviny; in today's technology program. W, ther encourage the Army
vA.., look rnoaný broadly within the mnilitary servivces and p:ivate induny, for innovative solutions to
c.TC11t jump. hazards. We also encouratge that a greater portion of the funds programmed to this
=4ia be put tcatside the Army v a. rm1thod to encourage this,, broader participation.

Indiv'idual Command and Control Sy.tems

We feel this area which provides inter-soldier conrnurucanons, target acquisition capability and
helmet interface to information systems to be of exceptionally high pay-off ard encouragc
continued explcration of bal-h conceptual alternatives fot implemenation and hardware embodying
new technologies for test.

However, we encourage concentration or. relatively near term solutions and impiementations which
use conmercinal architectures and from which commercial sub-systems can be drawn. If this
capability is proliferated as we expect, it will be particularly necessary that the cost per item not be
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larger than absolutely necessary.

We also caution against concentration solely on the most complicated and highest performance
systems of vision presentation and security coding. The broad benefit of these systems may be so
high that balancing cost and performance may be necessary in order to allow wide usage of this
important technology by the soldier. We fear that presently-conceived implementations nmay be so
costly as to prejudice their broad introduction into the field.

This ASB panel favors a command and control architecture as decentralized as possible, where all
elements of this individual command and control system are able to operate in the absence of the
others, anticipating that the reality of procurement will preclude an "all or nothing" approach.

We also wish to emphasize the importance of this sub-system's ability to effectively interface with
those equipments of great importance to the soldier, not contained in the formal Soldier as a
System assembly. For example, proper interfacing with the Squad Automatic Weapon and the
AAWS-M are crucial. Attention to these important outside interfaces was not evident in our
review.

Family of Medical Systems

This activity is considered to be of the absolute highest priority and importance. We have found
the work to be of excellent quality. However, we believe that there could be improvement in the

.aintegration of ft.se medical systems into the rest of the Soldier as a System components. Forexample, in remote combat care, the diagnostic information system eventually to be provided in the

field nccds to have an operationaey effective i, fc. "-" .t , U • c-,,mnnd and control
systems discussed in the preceding section. This may be required in o-der to effectively input-
casualty care information to the companion soldier in the field.

We do particularly wish to compliment the medical community on the quality of their programs and
their obvious applicability. We do, however, believe there may be more optimism than is
warranted in the discussions of what may be possibly achieved in the near future.

Objective Individual Combat Weapon

We believe that the original Soldier System objective, an improved soldier rifle, based on a 90
percent probabli- f - "IL ALA. A ,%, U .-IC"... .... objective, and were disappointed to find that this
objective was abandoned as a result of discussions with our group. Particularly disillusioning was
the revised claim of no requirement in the face of concession that the particular solution being
proposed was of questionable merit. What we had suggested was that the particular embodiment
being considered had, to some of us, a low probability of success, not that the need was
unreasonable.

The ability of the normal dismounted soldier to fire his rifle accurately during the stress of battle is
known to be diminished from his performance on the rifle range. There appeared to at least one
member of our group to be an easy-to-implement method to improve this accuracy, built upon the
already made conmaitment to provide rifle-mounted infrared night sighting equipments. The
essence of the idea was to provide in that night sight equipment an option to temporarily interrupt
electronically the rifle firing circait until the target is boresighted with the image of the zarget in the
infra-red scope. Since battlefield experience has shown that infra-red scopes detect met, against
opeiational backgrounds as well, if not better, i- daytime as in night, the device could have
day/night capability. Almost all of thl. circuitry required for accomplishing this task (already
widely proven in many missile tracking systems) will already be available within the basic aight
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equipment (e.g., raster scans and target imaging) so the scheme could be implemented with little
cost and ne weight or other otraional problems.

Whether this or soMn other method is developed, we believe that technology can straightforwardly
alleviate the known combat stress degradation of rifle firing accuracy.

This ASB panel concurs with many other groaps that have looked at this issue. We believe the
importance of increasing current capability of personal weapons to be of lesser importance than
many other soldier needs, except perhaps in the case of the needs of the special forces. At any
ate, AMy development of further personal weapon technology should be heavily dependent on

the needs of the SOF.

Training Systems

We strongly endorse technology development to allow increased capability development of the
skills of the future soldier through use of advanced training technologies. However, we do not
find that the programs of the Army Research Institute (ARI) and the RDA programs within the
TBESC control are particularly well coordinated. At the present time, the SIPE ATM) does not
appear to include monitoring capabilities required by ARI for its man-evaluation programs and for
optimal training evaluation.

Stronger ARI influence on the activities of the TBESC appears warranted to ensure the
incorporating of training capability into the future integrated soldier suite of equipments. For
example, the soldier computer being explored as an element of the soldier system probably needs
to have as ore of its primary obligations the data nlanagmvue•i of -hUh rea-iiC tuXr- aiuning and I4
evaluation process. In a sense, the soldier computer might well be analogous to the embedded
computer which now drives Patriot and MILES systems today.

Further, fundamental research in parallel vrocessing looks especially applicable to soidier
modeling, since many somewhat indepenment soldier systems will be acting in parallel. We also
encourage the advanced development community to strongly press the research community for new
technological methods to model human systems.

In our view, an extensive data base exists already within the ARI community, and the emphasis
should now be on how to use this data base and how to verify the results of these new models of
9 Huanj pi• Li•i.jiJ•La c. Uli j.JLAALI..

Non-Conventional Incapacitation.

The CRDEC $15M five year funded level of exploration of 6.2 opportunities for non-conventional
incapacitation appears to this panel to be far in excess of the probable payoff of this effort.Considering the ovezall paucity of funds for Soldier System 6.2 technology explorations, the panel

questions the wisdom of so large a comritment to this speculative area.

Leap-Ahead Technology.

In the presentation of this $2M per year technology programi, there was not an appreciable coupling
of these programs to other main stream Soldier System needs, appeaing somewhat as a grab-bag
of potential areas of investigator interest. While some level of LABCOM discretionary funding is
doubtless desirable, a careful look should be taken at least yearly to ensure the results of these
programs are adequately focused on the primary needs of the Soldier System.
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Individual Fighting System.

The objective of the program seems entirely appropriate, being a fundamental assessment of
appropriate technologies for a 21 st century fighting suit. However, the fact that no funding stream
is identified until 1995 appears awkward. We feel that SIPE technologies already have been
selected and that it is now appropriate to start the next generation technology selection process
rather than postponing it until 1995.

Fighting Suit Design.

The fighting suit technology programs shown this panel appeared to concentrate on providing the
greatest possible protection to the soldier from contaminating agents, hopefully with adequate
fighting capability in the variety of conditions faced by soldiers.

In the light of the comparatively infrequent expected occurrence of the design-stressing chemical
environment, perhaps the design requirements of the fighting suit should be inAximum fighting
capability in a non-chemical environment with, hopefully, minimum acceptable protection in the
chemical environment.

This paniel suggests that at least two parallel fighting suit programs be conducted with comparable
resources assigned each; one of the kind being pursued now and one which maximizes
effectiveness in a non-chemical environment, but which minimally protects against possible
chemical usage. W en C.....It^.d, the use. -oul,,Id ,..Il, the capabilities of each and more
knowledgeably decide what he wishes to procure.

Power Systems for Soldier Applications.

From this panel's viewpoint there appeared to be an over-concentration on portable fuel cell
applications in the technology program supporting the dismounted soldier fighting in chemical
protective suits. Long term considerations of size, cost, and fuel availability make doubtful in
many of our minds the probable fruition of this power cell approach to this application.

Further, it appeared that programs were justified on the basis of requirements for very extended
p.,;,, of ceparatin of one soldier from another. In the case of dismounted soldiers, it appears to
us reasonable to compare the demands of the entirely self sufficient soldiers with those where a
squad was designated the self sufficient element. The ensuing potential economy and weight
savings of this later situation should be examined to ensure that the restrictions of the present
requirement are appropriate.

Many in our panel favor four to five hour power storage through improved technology batteries,
rechargeable at a single squad power source, rather than burdening the soldier with long life
individual power supplies. Such a system of rechargeable supplies would also, of course, support
the electronics requiiements of the non-suit fighting environment.
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The Membership of the Army ScienceBoard Summer Study on Soldier as a Sytemn was as
follows:

Study Chair Vice Chair
Dr. Richard L. Haley Dr. Joyce L. Shields
2501 Duxbury Place President and CEO
Alexandria, Virginia 22308 HAY Systems, Inc.

2000 M Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dr. Crystal C. Campbell, President Dr. A. Bruce Montgomery
Padanaram Associates Associate Director, Clinical Research
441 Elm Street Genentech, Inc.
South Dartmouth, Massachusetts 02748 460 Point San Bruno Boulevard

S. San Francisco, California 94080
Dr. Gerald D. Gocden
Director, Systems Technology Division Dr. Edward J. Powers, Jr.
The Analytic Sciences Corporation Professor of Electrical and Computer
1101 Wilson Boulevard Engineering and Director of the
Arlington, Virginia 22209 Electronics Research Center

The University of Texas
Dr. Walter B. LaBerge Austin, Texas 78712-1084
910 Via Palo Alto
Aptos, California 95003 Mr. Marvin R. Holter

Emeritus Member of Technical Staff
General James J. Lindsay (USA, Ret.) Environmental Research Institute o± Michigan
676 Azalea Drive P.O. Box 8618
Wood Lake Country Club Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
Vass, North Carolina 28394

Dr. Robert E. Weigle
Mr. Charles L. Malone Director, Physical Science Laboratory
Corporate Vice President New Mexico State University
Technology and Strategic Planning Box 30002
Contraves Goerz Corporation Las ,ruces, ,.., ,,xc, ......
6610 Epsilon Drive
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15238 Stanley C. White, M.D.

Senior Scientist
Sponsor The Bionetics Corporation
LTG August M. Cianciolo Biomedical and Environmental Lab
Military Deputy Kcnnedy Space Center, Florida 32899
Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army (RDA) Cognizant Deputy

Washington, D.C. 20310 Mr. George T. Singley III
Deputy Assistant Secreury for

Staff Assistant Research and Technology
Ms. Sharon Vannucci OASA (RDA) (SARD-ZT)
OASA (RDA) (SARD-TC) Washington, D. C. 20310
Washington, D. C. 20310
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MEETINGS

Introduction and Background (General Meeting), the Pentagon, 5-6 February 1991

Threat and Requirements (General Meeting), US Army Infantry School, Fort Benning, GA,

5-7 March 1991

Technology Area Assessment and General Meeting, AMC, Adelphi, MD, 26-28 March 1991

Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble (Site Visit), NRDEC, Natick, MA, 30 April 1991

Technology and Acquisition (Gene-al Meeting), NRDEC, Natick, MA, 1-2 May 1991

Technology and Acquisition (General Meeting), CECOM, Fort Monmouth, NJ, 12-13 June 1991

Medical RDA Processes (Site Visit), MRDC, Fort Detrick, MD, 18-20 June 1991

NOTE: Minutes of these meetings are available in the ASB office.
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AAE Army Acquisition Executive
AAWS-M Adnuexxd Anti-Tank Weapon System-Medium
ACEB Army Clthing and Equipment Board
AI Artificial Intelligence
ALB-F AirLand Battle-Future
AMC Army Materiel Command
AMSAA Army Mateiel Assessment Agency
ARDEC Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center
ARI Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
ASB Army Science Board
ATBMP A-my Technology Base Master Plan
ATID Advanced Technology Transition Demonstration
BDP Battlefield Development Plan
BDU Battle-Dress Uniform
BRDEC Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center
CBRS Concept-Based Requirements System
C&C Command and Control
C3 Command, Control, and Communications
C31 Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
CECOM Conmmunication-Electronics Command
ChemlBio Chemical/Biological
CIE Clothing and Individual Equipment
CINC Commander-in-Chief
CONUS Continental United States
CRDEC Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center
CSA Chief of Staff of the Army
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DCSLOG Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
DCSOPS Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans
DCSPER Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
DESC Defense Electronics Support Center
DGSC Defense General Support Center
DLA Demnse Lois-dfic y
DNA Defense Nuclear Agency
DOE Department of Energy
DPSC Defense Personnel Support Center
ETDL Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory
FAST Field Assistance in Science and Technology
GPS Global Positioning System
GT Generic Tasks
HDI, Harry Diamond Laboratories
HEL Human Engineering Laboratories
IFF Identification Friend or Foe
LABCOM Laboratory Cormmand
LAIR Letterman Army Institute of Research
M/GT Missions/Generic Tasks
MOPP Mission Oriented Protective Posture
MOUT Military Operations in Urban Terrain
MRDC US Army Medical Research and Development Command
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,M' Materials Technology Laboratory
MWR Morale, Welfare and Recreation
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NBC Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
NCO Non-commissioned Officer
NDI Non-developmental Item
NIH National Institutes of Health
NRDEC Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
OTSG Office of the Surgeon General of the Army
PASGT Personnel Armor System, Ground Troop
PEO Program Executive Officer
PM-ALSE Prioduct Manager - Aviation Life Support Equipment
PM-CIE Project Manager - Clothing and Individual Equipment
PM-NVEO Project Manager - Night Vision and Electro-Optics
R&D Research and Development
RDA Research, Development and Acquisition
RDTE Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
SARDA Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research,

Development and Acquisition)
SAW Squad Automatic Weapon
SEP Soldier Enhancement Program
SIPE Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble
SMP Soldier Modernization Plan
SOF Specia Operations Fobies
SSM Soldier System Materiel
TAA Technology Area Assessment
TBESC Technology Base Executive Steering Committee
TBSWG Technology Based Seminar War Games
TO&E Table of Organization and Equipment
TRADOC Army Training and Doctrine Command
TSM TRADOC Systems Manager
UAV Unmnanned Aerial Vehicle
UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
USATAP U.S. Army Support Activity at Philadelphia91 C, AVIh I T...t*A rttm rui1 lpani Cnand
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